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THE JURASSIC AND CRETACEOUS 
AMMONITES AND BELEMNITES OF THE 

ATTOCK DISTRICT. 

L. F. SPATH, DSc., P.G.S. 

(With Plates l-VI.) 

INTRODUCTION. 

TEE amrnor~ites and belemnjtes described in this paper come from a number 
oE localities in the Attock district,, in the extreme north-west of the Punjab, 
on the borders of the North-West Frontier Province. They were sent to me 
marked partly ' Basal Giumal b d s  ' (the Jurassic and Spiti shales species), 
partly ' Upper Giumal beds ' (the Albiau forms and some indeterminable b e l h -  
nites). !l'hese cephalopods were accompanied by a number of brachiopods, also 
pelecjpods and gastropods, which are being described by Miss H. M. Muir-Wood 
and by Mr. L. R. Cox 'respectively. The fauna has already been referred to 
in my Revision of the Jurassic Cephalopoda of Kachh, hut the publication, in 
the meantime, of other works, especially on Upper Jurassic successions, makes 
it defiirable CO discuss the st.ratigraphica1 results afresh and in more detail in a 
final chapter. 

I have to record my grateful acknowledgments to hhe past and present 
Directors of the Geological Survey of India in Calcutta (Sir Edwin Pascoe and 
Dr. L. L. Fermor) for entrusting me wikh the description of these inberesting 
forms ; also to the Keeper of the Geology Department of the British &Imeum 
(Natural History), Dr. MT. D. Lang, for.-giving me all facilities in connexion with 
the study of the collkctiois. I should like similarly to ackuowledge the help 
I an1 continually receiving from colleagues all over the world by consignments 
of new material, literature or information, even if it may not seem to be direcblv 
concerned with the area here discussed. 

The measurements of ammonites are given in the usual order :--(l) diamehr 
in millimetres, (2) whorl-height, (3) whorl-thickness, (4) width of umbilicus in 
percentages of the diameter. The localities are referred to under numbers 1-12 
in the specific descriptions to avoid lengthy repetitions, but they are given in 
full in Chapter 111. Since a number of the species here recorded have been 
described from Kachh, the synonymies are also generally condensed. A full list 
of literature on the subject is given in the last part of my Revision of the Jurassic 
Cephalopoda of Kachh. 

B 2 
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S P E C I F I C  DESCRTPTIOES. 

A. Order AMMONOIDEA. 

a. Family : Sl'EPHANOCERAl'IDAE, Neumayr emend. 

Sub-family : M A Y A I T I N A E  Spath. 

Genus : EPIMAYAITES, Spath, 1928. 

1. EPIMAYAITES POLYP HE MU^ (Waagen). 

(Plate 111, figs. 2a, b.) 

1875. Stephnocerm p o l y p h u s ,  Waagen. Juraasic Psuna of Hutch, I, Cephalopoda, 
Pal. I d . ,  Ser. IX, No. 4, p. 116 ; P1. XXIX, fig. 2 only. 

1894. Macrocephalites polyphmus (Waagen). Tornquist, Uber Maerocephaliten im Ter- 
rain-h-ohaillos, A5h. Schwa'z. Pal. Ges., Vol. XXI, pp.  14, 18, 25. 

1894. Mucrocqhalites poZyphus (Waagen). Pompeckj, kj,ber . hono ideen  mit ' ano- 
maler Wohnkammer '. Jahresh. Vw. uatrrl. Rat. K. Stuttga~, Vol. 50, p. 254. 

1895. Stqhnoceras polyphmtrs (Waagen). Netling, Fauna of the Eellaways of hzsr 
Drik, Pal. Ind., Ser. XVI, Vol. I, Pt. I ,  p. 14 ; PI. XI1 only. 

1910. Macroeephalites polyphenzzcs (Waagen). Lcmoine, Pal6ontologie de Madagascar. 
VIII. W o n i t e s  d'Analalava. Am. Pal., Vol. V ,  fasc. 4, p. 30. 

1924. Mayaites p o l y p h u s  (Waagen!. Spath. On the Hake Collection of AmmonikB born 
Kaobh, India, Pal. I d . ,  N. S., Vol. IX, Mem. No. I, p. 9. 

1924. ' Stephanowas ' polyphemus, Waagen. Buckman. Type Ammoitas, Vol. V, p. 46. 
1928. Epimayaites poZgphemzcs (Waagen). Spath. Revision of the Jurassic Cephalopod 

Fauna of Kachh (Cutch), P d .  I d . ,  N. S., Vol. IX, iVIem. No. 2, Pt. 111, p. 233. 

The fragmentary example here figured was a t  first talreri t o  bc merely a 
variety of the common Mayaites maya (J. de C. Sowerby)l, or one of the pass- 
age-forms to more coarsely-ribbed species like M. jumarefflsis, Spath2, previously 
recorded. It differs from N .  mnya iu having the primary ribs less closely 
spaced, t h a e  being 33 secondary ribs to eight primaries, i.e., about four outer ribs 
to each umbilical costa, as against only three in Sowerby's ,species. In the 
more finely-ribbed variety which 1 previously3 figured as M. cf. maya but 
which may be considered a transition to the (typically more compressed) M .  
smeei, Spath4, the secondary ribs may increase to four for each primary, but 
the latter as well as the former are, then, much more closely spaced. On the 
other hand, in M. jumarewsis and especially in a!. subkobyi with similarly 
dishnt primaries, the outer ribs are much coarser. 

1 In SYkeakes, A Notice respeoting some Fossils oollected in Iiutch, etc., Trans. Q8o2. NOG., Ser. 2, Vol. V, p. iIY 

PI. LXI, fig. 8. 
2 Loc. ea., p. 228 ; PI. XIZII, figa. In, b, (1928). 
Spath, loc. cif., PI. XXXIX, fig. 5,  (1928). 

*Ibid., p. 230; PI. XLV, fig. 7. 
6 Ibid., p. 229 ; PI. XLV, fig. 1. 
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If the distant spacing of the umbilical ribs in the present form be constant, 
then the inner whorls would differ considerably from those of M. maya. There 
is a portion of the large next outer whorl preserved, not shown in the figure, 
but rrhile indicating that the example was septate even then and therefore of 
considerable size, it is too corroded to help in specific idenacation. 

Epimayaites polyphemus (Waagen emend. Ncetling), as interpreted by the 
writer, seems to have longer primary ribs than the example here described, 
but the umbilical margin is damaged and the obtuseness of the ribs collspicuous 
in the illustration (Plate 111, fig. 2a) is also probably due to  wear. The rib- 
curve is the same in the two forms, slightly more sigmoidal than in M. maya 
and projected near the venter, but the suture-line is too incompletely exposed 
to show the characteristic curve of the present species. The dimensions of 
the Attock example were approximately :-l03 -.48 -.49 --.IQ, as against 
238 -.50 -.46 -.l5 in the lectotype of E. polyphew, but the sizes are rahher 
different. 

E. axonaides, Spathl, is also very similar to the present form at  a cam- 
parable size and I have previously mentioned that the inner whorls of this species, 
as of the aUied E. batavo-indicus (G. B ~ h m ) ~ ,  from the Sula Islands, may not 
be readily distinguishable. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), probably about trafisversarius zone. 
Locality.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), No. E. 23-698. 

2. EPIMAYAITES aff. LEMOINI, Spath. 

(Plate 111, figs. la,  b.) 

1928. Epimyaites lwnoini, Spath. Loc. eit. (Kachh Revision), Pt. 111, p. 234 ; P1. XXVI, 
fig. 4 ; PI. XXXlV, 6g. 1. (See there for synonymy.) 

This form is represented by a septate fragment which, however, is even 
less favourably preserved than that last described. It shows fine secondary 
ribbing, slightly projected, as in the holotype of the present species, and a some- 
what compressed whorl-section, with the ventral area tending to become narrow. 
The number of secondary ribs to each primary is about six to seven, which 
character alone excludes comparison with any species of Mayaites, even such 
finely-ribbed forms as M. smeei, already mentioned, having only three or a t  
most four. 

The suture-line is not distinctly visible and there is no trace of the inner 
whorls. The dimensions, apparently, were as follows :-l50 -.50 -.46 -.17. 

I n  the holotype the thickness is only 38 per cent. but it is crushed and part17 
corroded and in a paratype, in any case, it amounted to 46 per cent;. E. am- 
qzoicles, mentioned above, is more inflated, but has coarser ribbing. 

1 Loc. ca., p. 236; P1. XLVII, fig. 2:  PI. XLVlII, fig. 4, (I928l. 
BeitrHge zur Geologie von Niederlhdisoh-hdien, I,  Die Sedkiiaten det Sole InaaIn Taliabn uhd Mmgoli, pt. 2, 

Der Fundpunkt am oberen Lagoi auf Telisbv, Palemtogr.. Fuppl., IV, I, 2, p. 87; PL XVIII, figa. 1.2: PI. X~X. 
figs. 1-2, 1901. 
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E. exce?~tricus, Spathl shows general resemblance but has lost the priniarp 
ribs a t  a corresponding s i ~ e  ; E. sublemoini, Spath2, based on one of G. B6hm.s 
examples of his E. palmarus similarly tends to weaken its inner ribs. 

Hwizon.--Argovian (1Jpper Oxfordian), probably about transversar77cs zone. 
Locality.--l (near Burjianwala Laman), No. K. 23-694. 

b. Family : PERISPHINCTIDAE, Hyatt. 

Sub-family : PERISPIIINCTINAE, Spath. 

Genus : PERISPHINCTES, Waagen (1869) S. S. 

1. PERISPHINCTES ORIENTALIS, Siemiradzki. 

(Plate IV, figs. la, b.) 

1931. Pwisphincles orientalis, Siemiradzki. Spath, Bevision of the Jurasaic CePlialopod 
Fauna of Kachh. loc. cit., p. 416 ; PI. LXIX, fig. 1 ; P1. LXXII, fig. 2. !&e 
there for synonymy.) 

It might be held that a poorly preserved Perisphinctid like that here figured 
is not definitely recognisable; and, indeed, apart from the subquadrate rvhorl- 
section and the rcpl+r bifurcation of the ribs there is little to go on, the suture- 
lines of the specimen (se,ptat,e to t.he end) being only very indistiktly visible. 
The comparison to P. orientalis may thus be considered provisional, yet t.he 
large, septate example of this species from the Kantcote iromtone which I 
figured in 1931, in spite of appearing more sharply-ribbed, is undoubted1~- eer- 
tremely close to the Attoclr form. The differences in the ribbins deen: to be 
due largely to the different preservation and the srnallers~~ecirnen of P. o,.iei~talis 
previously" illustrated seems t'o be identical in regard to ribbing nitli tile eariier 
half of t'he Attock form. This apparently is more closely-rihbcd than the 
corresponding po~tioil in Pla.t,e LXIX, fig. 1, but only because the figure is 
reduced. 71he obsolescence of the ventral costae which sets in on t'he large hant-  
cote exau~ple (an internal cast in limonitic ironstone) a t  an earlier stage is pro- 
bably also not, of specific significance. 

There are also slight differences iu the proportions, those of the present. 
example (190 - ~ . 2 8  -.2R --.50) showing a less depressed whorl-section than 
the la,rge Kantcote specimen or Waagen's largest example, buC this is due ro 
corrosion of t]le Attock form. 

A gigantic example of over 300 nun. diameter is unfortuna,telv so frar 
mentary and so badly corroded as to be almost unrecognisable. Tart of the 
outer whorl may have belonged to the body-chamber, but on the first half the 

Loe. cil., p. 239; PI. XLIV, fig. 4, (1928). 
"bid., p. 223. 

Loc. c*., p. 90 (parc;); PI. XXII, fig. 4 only, (1807). 
'h. E*., PI. I=, 6gs. 3a, b .  (1981). 
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square whorl-section with obsolescent secondary ribs ati the ventro-lateral edges 
and a smooth periphery can be seen, as in the Itantcote specimen (at a smaller 
diameter). Towards the end, the ribbing becomes more distant, so that the 
b s  naif whorl has only twelve ribs of which the first seven are fairly approxi- 
mate and the last five distant. This change in ornamentation is similarly 
e u a l  in (the much more evolute) Perisphinctes rristatus, E. v. Klebelsbergl, 
kart more sudden in P. martelli (Oppel). 

The three Franconian ammonites recently figured by P. Dorn as Y ~ r i -  
spl~inctes mientalis do not belong to the Kachh species. 

Hmawn.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), aboub transvwsarius zone. 
Locality.-l and 2 (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. K. 23-6Q2b and K .  

23-;m. 

(Plate V, figs. l a ,  b, 5.) 

1931. Perisphilzctes indogermcvnus, Waagcn. Spath, Revision of the Jurassio Cephalopod 
Fauna of Kachh, loo. clt., p. 418. (See there for synonymy.) 

The larger example here figured has been slightly deformed in the rock, 
and has approximate djmensioiis :-l06 -.26 -.29 --.55. It is entirely septate 
but the suture-line is not distinctly visible and the general preservation is so 
poor that only the costation of the lasD quarter of the outer whorl can be relied 
on for provisional comparison with Waagen's species. Like the holotype of the 
latter, a t  the same diameter, the Attoclr form has an occasional single rib and 
thc characteristic serpenticone coiling, but the peripheral ribbing may have been 
rather coarser and sharper than in the Kachh form. Even if not identical 
with Waagen's species, however, the present example must have belonged to 
a closcly allied form, though it represents only its inner whorls; for the ribbing 
changes considerably a t  a larger size, becoming first clofier on the periphery 
and then (on the body-chamber or before) developing the distant and blunt 
Perisp7bi?%ctes ornamentation. 

A second, slightly larger example (diameter = 120 mm.) of presuniably the 
same species is badly worn and the Dhird example, of which the peripheral 
view is given in Plate V, fig. 5, also owes its apparent slenderness merely to the 
corrosion of the lateral areas, and in side-view closely resembles the original of 
fig. 1. 

Since 1 discussed this species on a previous occasion, Dorn3 figured some 
Franconian examples of Perisphhctes, of which only the smallest (Plate X, fig. 4 

only) has the typical ribbing, and may perhaps be attributed to Waagen's species. 
- 

But the two larger i~agments are much too closely-ribbed a t  a corresponding 

1 Die Perisyhincten dcs Erakauer Unteraxfordien, Beitr. Pal. (teol. Oaterr.-Ung., Vol. XXV, p. 192 ; PI. XVUI, 
lig. 3, (1912). 

Die Ammoniisn-Fauns des unteratan MS1111 &a Fmnkunalb., Poleontoor., Vol. I IXXI& p. 123; H .  I, figs. 2. 6 ;  

PI. 11. fig. 5, (1930). 
8Lm. tit. p. 148 ; PI. X, $38. 2. 4 ;  PI. XI, fig. 6, (1930). 
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sue and in any case, it is difficult to see how this author could group togetLa 
in one species such widely different forms as the originals of his Plate X, fig. 4 
and Plate XI, fig. 6, unless he considered the suture-lines or the rounded whorl- 
section as the decisive factor. 

The bluntness of the ribbing in the Indian example is due to corrosion, 
but there is some resemblance to certain Tor'orqwctisphinctes, e.g., to T. (1) romani- 
cus (Simionescu).l But size alone prevents exact comparison and the general 
assemblage favours reference to a form of Pm'sphinctes. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), about transversarius zone. 
Locality.-l and 4 (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. K. 23-696c, d, i, j and 

K. 24-740, K. 24-789b. 

3. PERISPHMCTES JELSKII, Siemiradzki. 

(Plate IV: figs. 2-4; Plate V, figs. 6a, b.) 
* 

1931. Lithacowas jekkii (Siemiradzki). Spath, Revision of the Jurassic Cephalopod Fauna 
of Knchh (Cutoh), loc. oit., p. 457. (See t,here for synonpy.) 

1930. Perisphi-inctes jelskii, Siemiradzki. Dorn, Ammoniten Fauna des unterst,en M a h  
der Frankenalb, loc. oit., p. 148 1 P1. X, fig. 1. 

As in the case of Prososphinctes virguloides, Waagen's original of his Peri- 
sphinotes martelli is now refigured (Plate V, fig. 6) to enable palaeontologists to 
check the accuracy of the somewhat idealised illustration. Unfortunately, the 
new material is Ooo poorly preserved to throw any additional light on the ques- 
tion of bhe true affinities of this species, and while the two young examples re- 
presented in Plate IV, figs. 2-3 are, of course, too small to be definibely ident,Zed, 
the fragment illustrated in fig. 4 on account of oblique crushing now has an 
entirely different whorl-section. 

This species is left in the original genus Perisphinctes, because I now have 
before me examples of the true P. biplex (J. S o w e r b ~ ) ~  which also have already 
+,he body-chamber a t  a comparable size. They scarcely differ from this species, 
except, perhaps, in having slightly shorter secondaries (in some individuals) and 
until fully grown individuals &re known it is impossible to class this species 
either with Discosphinctes (lucingmsis group) or Tor'orquatisphinctes (alterneplicatus 
group) or to consider ib intermediate between the Dorn's Perisphinctes - - 
jelskii, not being based on Siemiradzki'shriginal description is quite different 
from the form here understood and comparable to Discosphinctes luciagensis 
(Fame). 

Horizon :-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), about transversarius zone. 
Localities.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), NO. K. 23-695 f. g, k and 7 (near 

Talidhok), No. K. 24-761c-f, j, k. 

Studii geologice si p~leontologics din Dobroges, I, Fauna Cefalopodelor jorsaiae dela. Harsova, A d .  xmana 
Publ. etc., No. XXI, p. 128; PI. 111, fig. B. 

2 Miners1 Conoho1ogy, Vol. 111, p. 168; PI. CCXCIII, fig. 1 only. 
J. Siemiradzki, Monographischo Besohmibnng der Ammonitengattung Periaphinotes, Palreontogr., Vol. XLV, 

p. 275, (1899). 
4 Xenna Koplnn, etc., Pam. W&. mat.-p.z,yr. Akad. Umiej. Xrakowie, T. XVIII, p. 47, (1891). 



Genus : BIPLICES (v. Sutner) Sien~iradzlii, 1898. 

1. BIPLIOES a DE-RIAZI (Siemiradzki). 

(Plate 11, figs. 2a.) 

1898. Pm'sphinctes aplbpota (non Choffat) de Riaz. Description des couches a P e k m  
transversari~~m de Trept (Iske), p. 31 ; P1. XIV. 

1899. Perisphinctes (Proeerites) de-riazi, Siemiradzki. Monographisohe Bmchreibung der 
Ammonit,en-gsttung Perisphindes, loc. cit., p. 309. 

A number of fragments like that here figured, but some with more inclined 
ribbing, mav be compared to the Trept form separat,ed by Siemiradzki from 
Choffat's Y~risphi~!ctes subrota, discussed be!ow, and Bukowski's similar Per. pro- 
miscictrs. The figurcd example has approximate dimensions 135 -.31 -.31 -48 

xhich indicate a inore involute form than the two species just mentioned, but the 
ribbing is rery similar. Dorn's l example of his P. pomkcuus (nm Bukowski) 
with dimensions :-l55 ---.32 --.31 w.50 apparently also belongs to the present 
species and I am accepting Siemira.deki's species as valid, in spite of Dorn's z 

objections. 
-One fragment, in its slightly more oblique costation, resembles the example 

of Perisphinctes chloroolithicus (Ctiimbel) ngured by Dorn3, but if this form is a 
Dichotomosphinctes of the evartae group, as appears from Dorn's redescription, 
then the resemblance is only accidental. The restored whorlrsection in Plate I1 
(fig. 2b) may be too rounded ventrally, but the Attock specimens are all worn 
and none shows a suture-line. 

Horizo~.-Argovia~~ (Upper Oxfordian), transversar;. L.US zone. 
Localities.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. K. 23-692% and K. 23-697i; 

7 (near Talidhok) 8. 24-750g. 

(Plate 11, figs. 7a, b ; Plate 111, fig. 7.) 

1931. Biplkes subrota (Choffat). Spath, Revision of the Jurassic Cephalopod Fauna of 
Kachh, Pt. IV, loo. fit., p. 4l5. 

1931. Diehotmosphi~ctes cf. subrota (Choffat). Spath, W., p. 438. (See there for 
synonymy.) 

This species which is a t  least as close to Biplices promiscuus (Bukowski)" 
as t o  the typically more discoidal and more compressed Di~hotomos~h.in*~ 
(plicalilis group), is taken to be represented by the larger fragment figured in 
Plate 11, fig. 7 and characterised by its quadrate whorl-section as well as the 
long lateral ribs. In  B. prorniscuus, the periphery is much more rounded and 

1 LOC. <it., p. 151 ; P1. XII, flga. 6% b. (1950). 
%Ibid . ,  p. 150. 
8 i b id . ,  p. lal ; PI. XvII, fig. 1. 
h Sber die Jma-Bildungen van Czenstaohau in Yolen, Beltr. Pal. Oaterr.-Ung., ets., Vol. V, p. 137 ; P:. X X ~ I ,  

fig. l ; PI. ?[=X, iiga. 1-2, (1881). 

G 
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ri;c ~ e c o ~ d : r ~ -  ribs encroach niore on rhe IT-11orl-sides. Unfortun~te1~- i - l ie  5 : 1 w o  

line is noi visible and i i e  smaller fragment, represented in Plate I l l ,  fig. ;. % 
altogether doubtful, as arc. ihe other examples listed below. 

Hwizor~.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), transversarius zone. 
Localities.-7 (near Talidhok), Nos. K. 24-750a, and K. 24-7517~: ; : Y (near 

Bagh Nilab), K. 24-759a. 

(Plate I, fig. 5.) 

This form is discussed separahely only because its more c,ornpressed whorl- 
section clearly differentiates it iron1 the other serpenticone Perisphinct,ids here 
described, but the preservation is very poor and comparison with a, species like 
Choffat's' Per. tiziani (Oppel) var. occidentalis must be very tentative. Vhat  
can be seen of the ribbing, especially the secondaries on t,he outer whod-portion, 
is very similar, but there is no trace of suture-line, except on a scptal surfacc a t  
the end, and the sides are very corroded. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), transversarius zone. 
Loca1itg.-7 (near Talidhok), No. K. 24-751a. 

Genus : PACHYPLANULITES, Sp'ath, 1930. 

1. ~ ~ C H Y P L A N U L I T E S  PRALAIREI (Pavre). 

(Plate 111, figs. 4a-C.) 

1875. A m m l a h s  pralairei, Favre. Description des fossiles du terrain jurassique de 1a 
Moutagne des Voirons (Savoie), Mim. Soc. pd. Suisse., Vol. 11, p. 32 1 PI. 111, 
figs. 6-7. 

1876. Ammolzites (Perisphinctes) pralairei, Faae.  Description rles fossilps Cl11 terrain 
Oxfordion des Alpcs Fribourgeoises, ibid., Vol. 111: p. 46 ; PI. V, fig. 4. 

1890. Perisphinctes pralairei (Favre). Michalski, Ammoniten der uliteren LVolga-Stufe: 
M&. C m .  giol., Vol. VII, p. 229. 

1891. PL.risp1~inete.s pralabrei (Pavre). Siemiradzki, Fauna Kopalna,, etc., Pam. Wydt. 
m&.-pzyr. AM. Umiej. KraFm<e, T .  XVIII, p. 69. 

1892. Perisphinctes pralairei (Favre). Siemiradzki, Die Oberjur;tssische Ammouitcn- 
Fauna in Polen, Zeit. Deutsch. awl. Gm., Vol. XLIV, p. 477. 

1894. Perisphinctes palair& (Favre). Futterer, Reitrage zur Kenntnis des Jura in Ost- 
Afrika, ibid., Vol. XLVI (1893), p. l1 ; P1. VI, fig. 4. 

1899. Pt-risyphinctes pralairei (Favre). Siemiradrki, Monogaphischr Beschrcibring der 
Ammoniten-Gattung Perisplb&tes, loc. cit., p. 285. 

1910. [?l Perisphinctes pralairei (Fame). Dacqu6, Dagger uud Malm aus Ostafrika, h. 
cit . ,p.  19; P1.11, fig.3. 

1928. Perisphinctes prnlairei (Favre). Welsh, Contribution & la connaissance des faun- 
jurassiquea du Poitou. %tnge Oxfordien-Argovien, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris 

Vol. 187 (11), p. l(i5. 

1 LW. cit., p. 32; PI. V, fig. B (5, 7), (1893). 
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;bM. Periaphinctes pralairei (Pavre). Doru, Die Ammoniteri-Fauna des unterslen BIalm 
der Frankenalb. Palmnntogr., Vol. LXXIII, p. 156 ; P1. X111, figs. 6a, b. 

IY32. Pwisphindes pralawei (Favre). Lanquine, Sur l'extemion, les faoies, et lea fauna 
de l'Argovien dam lea chainea provencales, C. R. A d .  Sa., I'aris, Vol. 194, 
No. 7, p. 635. 

The fragment under discussion consists of portions of four whorls and on 
~ccount of partial limonitisation it, is in a better state of preservation than the 
other Perisphinctids from the Attock district. It shows a comparatively simple 

- 

suture-line. with deep external and short lateral lobes, comparable to that figured 
by Dorn, hut less indented and with the principal lateral lobe especially some- 
 hat sinlpler. The fragment has the Stephanoceras-like whorl-shape to which 
Siemiradzki has directed attention (1891, figure on page 69), with a broad peri- 
phery, and there is one pair of parabolw (in the dark shadow a t  the lower end . 

of fig. 46) as in other Pachyplanulites. A conspicuous feature of the Attock 
example is the change in the direction of the costation from strongly oblique 
(on the three inner whorls) to radial (on the outer whorl). According to Siemi- 
radzki a similar change is observed in P. pralairei, but it is not seen in Dorn's 
latest illustration. 

The Kachh P. subcolwbrinus (Waagen) l has a less coronate >~horl-shape, 
while P. pagri and P. subsvoltitus (Waagen) are still more depressed at  a corre- 
sponding young stage. Dacqu6's Perisphinctes cf. palairei (non Favre 1 )  which 
had alreadp been included by Dietrich in the synonymy of P. afrkunus, may 
be more doubtful but I have previously * recorded the existence of small and 
fragmentary specimens that appeared to be transitional between Biplices afm'cmus 
and forms of Pachyplanulites. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), traasversarius and bimarnmutu8 zones 
(fide Dorn). 

Locality.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), No. K. 23-69Ke. 

Genus : DICHOTOMOSPHINCTES, Buckman, 1926. 

1. DICHOTONOSPHIECTES Cf. ORBIGNYI (P. de Loriol). 

(Plate 11, fig. B ;  Plate 111, figs. 6a, b.) 

1930. Perisphimtes orbipyi, P .  de Loriol. Dorn, Ammoniten-Fauna dea unteraten b l m  
der F~ankenalb, h. at., p. 125 (pars). 

1951. Dichohosphinctes rnbigqi (de Loriol). Spath, Revision of the Jurassic Oephelopod 
Fauna of Kachh, h. eat., Pt. IV, p. 434. 

The small fragment figured in Plate 11, fig. 5, shows the ribbing of this 
form more typically than some larger examples which are too much worn to 

L See Spatb, lot. cil. (Kachh Revision, Ill), p. 442. 

P Ibk3.. pp. 428-431. 
ijber eine dem mittleren Sauriermergsl am Tend%gurn asquivalente, rein marine Kimm&dge.bildung in lfshokondo, 

etc., Pdmrmtogragh,, Suppl. VII, I1 Reihe, Pt. 1, p. 12, (1925). 
'Loc.  cif., p. 42, (1930). 

c 2 
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be figured or definirei:- itlenthed. The absence of a dist,inct point ol bihr-  
cation of the ribs and the apparently greater length of t,he secondaries are 
believed to be due to the corrosion of the fragments, but the suture-line is only 
very imperfectly preserved in some. They are referred to the present form 
merely because of their general resemblance to the Pe~isphinctea plicatilis 
(d'orbigny non Sowerby) figured by de Riazl, especially the originals of his 
Plate 111, figs. 1-3, which were cited by P. de Loriol in the synonymy of his 
species. The smaller example represented in Plate 111, fig. 6, is not complete 
enough for dehi te  specific identification but also compares well with de Riaz's 
figures above cited, if not wlbh Dorn's Franconian examples, most of which 
probably do not belong to this species. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), trmsversaP.ius and bimammatus zones 
.(fide Dorn). 

Localities.-l and 5 (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. K. 23-695h K. 23- 
697d, K .  24-7426; and 7 (near Talidhok), K. 24-750b. 

(Plate I, figs. 2a, b.)  

The septate fragment here figured is worn, and the suture-line (with strongly 
dependent umbilical, elements) is incompletely shown ; but it  is discussed separa- 
tely from the last species because it combines greater involution and increased 
whorl-height with an apparently different type of ribbing. This is merely slightly 
curved forward on the whorl-side, but there is no distinct peripheral sinus in the 
costation. The proportions are :-g8 u . 3 4  w . 2 3  p . 4 2 ,  but vhilc these indicate 
a smaller umbilicus than that of D. orbignyi the differences in ribbing might 
be due entirely to the corrosion, causing obliteration of the point of bifurcation 
of the ribs and an apparently more compressed whorl-section. 

The example, however, is interesting because it shows good agreement (except 
possibly in its less closely-&bed inner whorls) to the form figurcd by Dorn" 
as Perisphinctes aff. rhodanico (Dumortier). This form, in my opinion, has 
nothing to do with Dumortier's species which is a Discosphinetes, with extremely 
h e  and close costation and rapid increase in whorl-height, but the great resem- 
blance in costation between Dorn's form and the Attock example may be due 
only to the corrosion of the latter. It is thus believed to represent some worD 
Dichotomosphinctes of the group of D. orbignyi. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), transvwsarius and bimammatus zones 
(fide Dorn). 

, Locality.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), No. K. 23-695a. 

* Loe. CLI., 1). H, (1898). 

*tndc sur es nlollusques et Rrachiopodes de I'Oxfordien superieur et moyen du Jura Monlen, Mim. Sm. i. , 
& i m ,  Vol. XXlX, p. 81, (1902). 

r Lm. ca., p. 141 ; PI. XI, fig. 1, (1930). 
6 8ur qnelques giarments do L'Oxfordien infbrieur de 1'ArdL.che. p. 62; PI. III, (1871). 



3. DICHW~OMOSPHISCTE;~ aff. GR0SSi)r:TkEI (Siemiradzki). 

(Plate 111, figs. 5a, b ;  Plate VI, figs. 3a-c.j 

1899. Perisphinctes grossouvri.t.i, Siemiradzki. Bfonoqap>.i.qche Be~chreibnng der Am- 
monitengattung Perisphinctes, loc. cit., p. 193 ; P1. XXVII, figs. 54-5. . 

1916. Perisphinctes oeeultefureatus (non Waagen). Ronchadze, Perisphinctes de YArgovien 
de ChBzery et de la Faucille~ Mim. Soc. P d .  Suisse, Vol. XLIII,  p. 31 
(pars); P1. 111, figs. 24-25 only. 

1924. Perisphiwtes cf. stenocycloides, Siemiradzki. Spat,h, On the Blalte Collection of 
Ammonites from Kachh, loc. Git., p. 14. 

1928. Akioceras  grossoumi (Siemiradzki). WeIsch, Cont,ribution & la connaissance des 
faunes jurassiques du l'oitou, fitage Oxfoidien-Aiqovien, loc. cit., p. 485. 

The larger exaniple here figured has dimensions 62 -.36 -.28 ( 2 )  -.36, 
but it is entirely septate and the suture-line is not clea,rly traceable. As tbe 
specimen, moreover, is worn and the primary ribbing almost effaced, reference 
to this species is based largely on the pronounced peripheral projection of the 
secondary ribs. The whorl-section seems to differ from that of the holotype 
or the form figured by Ronchadzh (Text-fig. 14), but this is due to the absence 
of the body-chamber. On the other hand, the Attock example may represent 
merely the inner wliorls of a homceomorphous; larger species. 

D. helemr: (de Riaz)l or a t  least the Kachh examples figuredqiirer from 
the form here described in their more rigid costation and larger umbilicus. D. 
elizabethae (de R i a ~ ) ~  and D. thevenini (Itonchadzd)%re distinguished by slightly 
finer ribbing, but belong to the same group. 

A second, larger, but worn example resembles the Kachh specimen previ- 
onsly5 referred to Discosphinctes (' Lithacoceras ') dybowskii (Siemiradzki). and 
might, perhaps, equally well have been attached to this species. The third small 
fragment figured in Plate VI, fig. 3, is, of course, also doubtful, being deformed. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), trar~sversarius and bimarnrnatus zones 
(fide Dorn). 

Locality.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. K.. 23-692a, K. 23-697c ; 7 
(near Talidhok), K. 24-7519. 

4. DICIIOTOMOSPHINCTES sp. nov. 2 aff. WAEHNBRI (Siemiradzki). 

(Plate I, figs. la, b.) 
1891. Perisphiw!!~ michlslcii, Bukowslii. Siemiradzki, Fauna KopaIna, etc., loo. d., 

p. 62; PI. V, fig. l. 
1898. P&sphinctes waehneri, Siemiradzki. Fvlonographische Reschreihung der Arnm0nite.n- 

Gattung Perkphiwies, loc. cit., p. 265. 
:928. Pwisphiw-ies waehneri, Siemiradzki. Welsch, Contribution L la connaissanoe des 

faunes jurassiques du Poitou, fitage Oxfordien-Argovien, loa. cit., p. 465. 
1930. Pwisphinctes stenocl~cloida, Siemiradzki. Dorn, Ammoniten-Fauna d e  ~lntersten 

Malm der Frankenalb, loo. d., p. 133 (pars). 

%LW. d., p. 16; PI. VIII, %a. l (and 3?),  (1898). 
SSpath, loc. &it.. p. 436; Pi. LXVIII, fig. 9 ;  PI. LXX. fig. 5. (1928). 

Lac. ca., p. 22; P1. X& as. 4-5. (1898). 
Lac. ca., p. 33; PI. 111, figs. 26-27, (1916). 

S Sprth, loc. cit., p. 4ri2: Pi. LXXI. figa. 3% b. (1931). 
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The figured esilnip!r sn<or~-~ uudc~iibted reseillblance to Proosp/ii~?ctes n'w 
lodes, but the ribbiu? is i ~ a r  so iiistinct,lj- projected and rliffei-S from thar oi 
Siemiradzh's ho1ot~-pe ~nereiy in having longer secondaries. The periphev is 
also more evenly rounded than in Waagen's species and the n-horl-section tom- 
pares well with that of Dorn's Perisphinctes 8tenocycloides (Text-fig. 19; p. 134).  
The specimen is entirely septate, but the suture-lines have suffered from corro- 
sion. Apparently they agree with the suture-line of P. virguloides previously 
figuredl, although the lateral saddle is higher than the external. 

The cornparis011 to I). waehneri is dpen to objection, if this species be idenr- 
ical with D. stenocycloides (Siemirad~ki)~, for then its short secondary ribs are 
against closer relationship. The forms figured by Lee3 and Neumann" aud 
especially RonchadzB's5 example are also more closely ribbed, but since they 
as well as Dorn's form do not seem to me to belong to the original D. waehneri 
I am provisionally retaining that species. It is probable that the Attock form 
represents a new species, transit,ional between the waehneri group and Proso- 
sphkctes of the group of P .  virguloides and P. idoceroides, Spath.@ In this con- 
nexion it seems significant to me that Siemiradzki considered his P. waehueri 
to show resemblance to Ammonites championneti, Fontannes7, for this also has 
comparatively long. secondaries, although it probably belongs to another group. 

Biplices africanus (DacquB)" which at  first sight shows great similarity to 
the present species, has almost straight peripheral ribbing and probably belongs 
to a slightly later horizon. 

Horizon.-,4rgovian (Upper Oxfordian), t r a n ~ s a r i u s  and bimammodw zones 
(fide Dorn). 

Localities.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), No. K. 23-690 ; 7 (near Talidhok), 
No. K. 24-750h ? (very doubtful fragment). 

Genus : PROSOSPHINCTES, 8chindewolf 1926, emend. 

1. PROSOSPHINOTES VIRGULOIDES (Waagen). 

(Plate I ,  figs. 3, 4u, h, 6 ; Plate 11, figs. 3, 4a, b ; Plate IV, figs. 5a, h ; Plate V, 
fig. 7 . )  

1928. Prososphinctes Virgulddes (Waagen). Spath, Revision of the Jurassio Cephalopod 
Fauna of Kachh (Catch), loc. &t., Pt. TV, p. 441 (aee there for synonpy).  

nm, 1932. Pe7ixphinctes virguloides, Waagen. Lanqnine, ap. cit. (G. R. Acad. S&. Paris, 
Vol. 194, No. V), p. 635. 

1 Spath, loc. cif . ,  PI. LXX, fig. 3, (1931). 
BLOC. eit., p. 254; PI. XX, fig. 11, (1898). 
a Contribution ?L 1'Wode stra%igrsphique et pl6ontologique ds la Chaine de la Baucille, Mkn. 800. Pal. LYtcro*e, 

Vol. XXXII, p. 77, (190.5). 
&Die Oxfordfauna ran Cetechowitz, Beilr. Pal. Gaol. bat.-ling., Vol. XX, p. 27; PI. 111, fig. 21, (1907). 

Lac. eit., p. 23 ; PI. 111, fig. 21, (1917). 
6 The Ammonite Faunss of the Neighbourhood of Mobomhsss, M m u y .  Hmntwion Mssewlz, Univ. Glaagoa, IT, 

Pt. 3, p. 46; PI. 111, 6.8, 5a, b, (1930, 20th Msreh). Dorn (loc. ca., p. 168; PI. XW, fig. 3 [lectotype]), later in 
1930, %sin used this name, but his form (Prososphinden evolutddes, nom. nov.) is not ,an Idoeeroa any more rtm 
Qrossmuria callovien~is (Looay). (See Spath, ZOE. C*., p. 363, [1931].) 

7 In Dumortier and Fontannes, Description des Ammonites de la zone A Ammanites tenuilolalva de C ~ t a o l .  e x  .. 
p. 79; PI. IX, (1876). 

a See Spath, loe. cib., p. 42, text4g. 1 ; PI. W, fig. 12, Mombasa, (1830). 
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Since this species has so freilueutiy h e n  misinterpreted and jince IVaageil's 
o r i d  iliu.srration may be thought to be too diagrammatic I am now refiL+ng 
the holorcpe (Plate I, fig. 6 ; P l n t ~  11, fig. 3). The small example depicted in 
1928 (Phte XC, fig. 4 )  was marked as doubtful and shows ,neither'the .characteristic 
peripheral projection of the ribs nor the narrowness of the ventral area, although 
this is partly the fault of the photograph. Waagen's figure, on the other hand, 
will be seen to be quite successful, considering it is largely restored. 

There is little to add to my previous discussion of this species, but the 
dimensions quoted (after Waagen and Siemiradzki) were not checked. Since the 
material from Attock includes a number of typical' specimens as well as some 
varieties, I am now figuring several and hope that they will help to make this 
species more widely known. The best example is that represented in Plate 11, 
fig. 4, wxich has dimensions : -92 -.33 . 2 6  -.42 as against 108 -.30 -.27 
--.48 in the holotype. It thus differs in having a smaller umbilicus, probably 

- 

not a specific diffcrence, but the ribbing is identical as is the suture-line, with 
its short lateral lobe, so far as can be seen. The present termination of the 
shell being damaged, it is probable that the whorl-section (fig. 4b) is too rounded, 
i.e., not compressed enough at  the periphery, as it  is on the earlier portion and 
in the holotype. Conversely the typical frabment figured in Plate IV,  fig. 5 ,  
is too compressed, but only by accidental deformation in the rock like the more 
doubtful example represented in Plate I, fig. 4. This shows traces of the last 
suture-line and although the whorl-section may not be relied on, owing to the 
fracturing, the agreement in ribbing is unmistakable. The proportion of whorl- 
height to thickness in this fragment is as 32 : 26. 

Some more examples attached to the present species, Like those figured in 
Plate I, fig. 3 (peripheral view), and Plate V, fig. 7 (side-view), are rather poorly 
preserved, but the peripheral sinus i11 the ribbing is considered characteristic. 
In  the case of a still greater number, unfortunately, the identification must 
remain altogether problematical. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), tramsversarius (or bimamrnatus 1)  zone. 
Localities.-l and 5 (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. K. 23-693 ; K .  23-697a, 

b, e-h; K .  24-74%; 7 (near Talidhok), Nos. K. 24-750c-f; K. 24-751b. 

c.  Family : BERRIASELLIDAE, Sp*th. 

1.  Sub-family : BERRIASELLIINAE, Spath. 

Genus : BERRIASELLA, Uhlig 1905, emend. 

(Plat,e VT, figs. 9a, b . )  

[Comparc :--Berkasella wetustn (Stouer), Argentiniscbe. Jura-Ahlagerungen, pal ~ b h .  
N. F., Vol. 111 (1897), p. 57 (183) ; PI. XVI (XXX), figs. 4-5 (ler,totype).i 

The characteridic features of the fragmentary example here figured, in the 
absence of the suture-line, are the evolutn whorl-shape, with a conspicuous, 
rounded and smooth umbilical edge and somewhat flattened sides, also the 
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~ ~ a r  ribbing and rhe hnplirid periphery, agreeing with that of Oppelsl 
Antrr~. theodurii. This species refi,med by Uhlig2, however, has umbilical tuber- 
cles and even in a less ilodate form like Hoplites (Neocomites) indicus Uhlig3 
the strongly sigmoidal ribbing denotes a different group of forms so that the 
Attock example is not now referred to Neocomites but (doubtfully) to Berriaselh. 
The resemblance to the small example figured by Blanford4 as Amm. walliehi, 
which made me record this fragment first as Neoconzites, is however very close. 

The presence of one pair of ribs separating near the umbilical border and 
of single cost= between ohhers that bifurcate a t  the middle of the side definitely 
differentiates the Attock form from the more regularly and finely-ribbed species 
of Parodontoceras like P. calisto (d'orbigny) or P. carpathica as figured by 
Killane, although the original illustration of Oppel's type (in Zittel) 7 with ine- 
gular costation seems to differ merely in its narrower umbilicus. There is 
better agreement, however, with the restricted B e r ~ k e l l a  of the privasensis 
group, to which the South American B. vetwta belongs. Pictet's holotypes 
has somewhat coarser ribbing than the Attock form and is more involute whereas 
the variety figured in his fig. 2, although it has a larger umbilicus, is less closely 
comparable in ribbing. I n  B. vetusta, which is somewhat transitional to Blan- 
fordieeras, the more inflated whorl-section causes a rather different aspect. B. 
subprivaselzsis, KranteH, which is a similar passage-form to Blar~o'rdiceras, if 
weaver's10 identification is correct, is also closely comparable to the Attock 
form, but more bluntly ribbed. 

Since species like the present occur in the uppermost Jurassic as well as 
in the lowermost cretaceous, a single fragment of doubtful preservation would 
not seem to be of much stratigraphical value. B. vetusta, in any case, has 
been found in South America l' to be definitely below the border-line, while 
B, privasensis also has been taken to be the zonal ammonite of the uppermost 
Tithonian to be replaced, in the lowest Infra-Valanginian, by Parodontocerm 
calisto (d'orbigny), P. callistoides (Behrendson)12 pasrting from the upper Tithe- 
nian unchanged into the Cretaceou~.'~ Blanford's Niti pass specimen, above 
referred to, partly pyritic, is undoubtedly from the upper (Cretac*) beds. 

1 Pal~ontalogischo Mittoilungen, IV, Cber ost-indiiiohe Fossilreate, I, p. 280 ; PI. LXXVIII, .figs. 3o-c. (1863). 
a Fauns of the Gpiti Shales, Paso. 2, Pat. Ind., Ser. XY, Vol. IV, p. 260 ; P1. LXXXIX, fig. 1, (1910). 
8 ibid., p. 262; PI. LXXXIX, fig. 4. 
1 I n  Salter and Blanford, Ps1;contology of Niti, p. 81; PI. XIX, 6ga. la, b (reversed and restored), (1865). 
6 Pal6ontulogie Frenpiae, Terrain8 jurassiques. l .  I, C4phalopodes, p. 661 i PI. CCXIII, 6gs.  l.% (1850). 
8Misaion d'hddusie,  I, Le Giscment tithoniqne de Fuento de 10s Frailes, 11. Etudes p a 1 8 o n t o ! 0 ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  M&,,. 

&ad. Soi. Paris, Vol. XXX, p. 660; P1. XXX, fig. 1, (1889). 
9 Goph&lopoden der Strambergor Schichten, Pa!. Minci!., TTol. 11, 1, p. 107; P1. XVIII, 68s. 4u-d (leototype), (1868). 
3 ~ t u d e ~  pa,lBontologiqucs sur 1% faune h i'erebralula diphyoides de Berrias (Ardhohe), Mb.langrs pt., 11, p. 84 ; 

PI. XVIII, fig. 1 only, (1867). 
Die Ammaniten dee Mittel- nod Obertithons, Geol. Rundschrru, Vol. XVIIa, p. 438 (uniigured), (1826). 

10 Pal~ontology of the Jursssic &nd Clretaceous of West Central AIgentina, Men. Uniu. Washington, Vol. I ,  
p. M3 ; P1. LVI, figs. 366-7, (1931). 

11 see &rth, Contribnciones a. la, estratigrs6sr y paleontologia de 10s Andee Argentinos, Act. Acad. 
o9~ao&,  vol. IX, p. 41. 

1s See Spath. Ammonites of the Speeton Clay and the Subdivisions of the Newaminn, Geal. Hag., Vol. 
p, 80 (Table 111). (1924). 

18 G w h ,  La Fauna neocomiens. de 1. Cordilkre. Argentins en la parte meridional de 1. Pmvineie de Mend- 

A d .  Noc. Grim. Cmdoba, Vol. iX, p. 88. 
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Horizon.-Uppermost Tithonian, piwensis zone ? or Lower Cretaoeous ? 
h d d y . - 9  (near Bagh Nilab), No. K. 24-760. 

Genus : BLANFORDICERAS, Cossmapn, 1907.l 

1.  BLANFORUIOEEAS WALLICIIT (Gray). 

(Plate VI,  figs. 6a, 8.) 

1830-32. Ammonites wallichi, Gray. Illustrations of Indian Zoology, Vol. I, PI, C, fig. 3. 
1863. Arnwmiies wall<chi, Gray. Blanford, On Dr. Gerard's Collection of Fossils from 

the Spiti Valley, .Journ. As. ,Soc. Beng., Vol. XVXTI, p. 127 ; R. 111, figs.. 
2-3. 

1865. Ammi tes  u~allichi (Gray). Blanford in Blanford and Salter, Palaeontology of Niti, 
p. 84;  P1. XV, fig. l ; P1. XIX, fig. 1. 

1865. Ammonites p a 7 h o n i  (Sowerby), Stoliczka, Geological Sections across the Himalayan 
Mountains, etc., M m .  Gwl. Sum. Isnd., V, p. 98. 

1903. Ammonites wallichi (Gray). Crick, Note on Dr. Gray's Type-specimens of Jurassio 
Ammonites from India, PTOC. Malac. Soc., Vol. V, p. 287. 

1903. Hoplites walliohi (Gray). Uhlig in Burckhardt, Beitrige zur Kenntnk der Jura- und 
Kreide-Formation der Cordillere, Pahontogr., Vol. 1, p. 65. 

1904. Ammonites wal2ichi (Gray). Crick, Notea on the Cephalopoda helon,hg to the 
Strachey Collection from the Himalaya, Geol. Mag., Dec. V, Vol. I, p. 13. 

1904. HorJik~ ruallichi (Gray). G. Blihm Beitrage zur Geologie von Niedertiandiaoh Indien 
I, 1, Grenzschichteq zwischen Jura und Kreida, Pahmhgr.  Suppl., IV, I, 1, 
p. 31 ; pl. 111, fig. 4 ; PI. IV ; Pl. V, fig. 1. 

1906. Bhfurdia wdlichi (Gray). Uhlig, Ihip Bemerkungen iiber die Ammoniten-Gat 
tung Hoplmtes, Neumayr, &b. M&-Nat. KJ. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Vol. GXW,, 
p. 605. 

1910. H o p l h  (Blanfo~dia) w o l M  (Gray). Chlig, Fauna of the Spiti Shalas, Rase. 2, loo. 
cit., p. 186 ; P1. XIUX, 6ga- 1-3 ; P1. XXX, fig. 1 ; P1. ILX;PI, fig$. 1, 2. 

1923. Blanfordiceras wallichi (Gray). Spath in Trechmann, Jurassic of New &lend, 
Appendix, Qzcart. Jmm. Geol. SW., Vol. LXXIX, p. 302. 

1925. Bla",fmdiceras wallichi (Gray). Spath, Ammonites and Aptychi from Somaliland, 
Monogr. Hunterian MW., Univ. Glasgow, Vol. S, p. 145. 

1925. Blanfordicera.~ walJichi (Gray). Gerth, La Fauna neocomiana de la Cordiilera Ar- 
gentina, etc., Act. A d .  Nm. C i m .  Rep. Argentina, Vol. IX, p. 93. 

1926. Hoplites (Blanfordia) wallichi (Gray). Kmieinga, Ammonieten en eenige andere 
fossielen uit de jurassisohe afsittingen der Scela eilanden, J h b .  Mijnwezm. 
Ned. Ind., Vol. 54, p. 79, (1926). 

1928. Blanfurdia wallichi (Gray). Grsbau, Stratigraphy of Ohins; Vol. II, p. 486, fig. 610. 
1933. Blanfordiwas sp. Spath, Revision of the Ckphalopod Fauna of Kachh, lac. cit., pt. 

VI, p. 694. 

Gray's holotype (B. M. No. C 5041) is before m e  and the Attock example 

is indistinguishable from it at  a conwrpoading diameter, but as it Was originally 
pyritic and  is now limonitised, it has suffered t h e  usual distortion by smelling. 
Uhlig himself had stated t h a t  n o t  one of his many examplea anao ihntical with - 

1 lWue  Critigzre de Pd6omologci, Vol. XI, No. 1, p. 84, (.Jan. 1907). 

D 
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G&>-'S holorype : conreme1~- I have before me varieties that have more finelr- 
ribbed inner 5-horls than are shown in any of Uhlig's figures and seem some- 
what transitional to ;I,!tl;cu,.trs. Yet although the species has been interpret,ed 
too vidcly in the past \;hen it  as taken to include, e .g . ,  forms of the Cretaceous 
genus Pseudoblanforclin' and although i t  has even been confused by Grabau 
with the Lower Liassic Schlotheimiaz, it is a,n easily recognified form. Its horizon, 
however, in the Spiti Shales, has never, been determined, and while Uhlig3 was 
inclined to consider it mainly of Upper Tithonian age, but possibly passing up 
into the Cretaceous, Burckha,rdt4, more recently recorded ids Mexican Blan- 
fordia ' cfr. wal1ich.i from beds (with Kossmatia) about 400 feet below the Ste'uero- 
ceras beds which (with a similar thickness) are themselves overlain by the Infra- 
Valanginian Spiticeras beds. 

Horizon.-Uppermost Tithonian, yrivasensis zone 7 
Locality.-l (near Rurjianwala Laman), No. K. 23-1391. 

2. BLANPORDICERAS ARF. BOEHMI (Uhlig). 

(Plate VI, figs. 7a-c.) 

1910. Ilovlites (Blanfordia) boehmi, Uhlig. Bauna of the Spiti Shales, Fauo. 2;loc. cif,., 
p. 195 ; P1. XXXIV, %S. la-d. 

1S28. Blnnfordia boehnzi, Uhlig. Grabau, Stra.tigraphy of China, Vol. 11, p. 487, fig. 611. 

The identification of the limonitic fragment here figured must remain pro- 
visional since i t  is so small and does not show the suture-line distinctly. The 
Reineckeia-like spines a t  the points of branching of the ribs are sharp and pro- 
minent, wherean in the typical Blanfordiceras of the zoallichi-group, the finely 
ribbed inner whorls are quite perisphinctoid. This species, thus, is transitional 
to Himalayites. 

Comparison may also be made to forms like ' Berriasella ' spinulosa, Gerth5, 
on the one hand a.nd to Himalayites egregius (Steuer) Gerthe on the other; for 
the former was referred to the lowest Infra-Valanginian (zone of Kilianella 
burckhardti) and the latter to the highest (zone of ' Thurmanmia ' fraudans) so 
that  forms like the present are likely to  be found (together with Spiticeras) in 
the lowest Cretaceous. 

Horizon.-Lowest Infra-Valanginian (Spitice~as beds) ? 
Locality.--6 (near Talidhok), No. K. 24-749. 

' Spsth, loc. cit. p. 145, (1925)=group of Roplitea oustrolia, Burckhardt, h. cit. p. 64; PI. XI, figs. 9-12, (1903). 
' A  Lower Cretaeeons Ammonite fmm Hongkong, BuZl.Geo1. Swv. China. No. 5. Pt. 2,p.  109; PI. 1, (1923). 

Mao Ceologg of China, 11, pp. 494 and 774 ; PI. IX. (1928). 
a Die Xsuns der Spiti-Schider des Hhdaya, ihr geologischss Alter und ihm Weltstellung. Denkacn*. Mdn..flat. 

KL. K. A M .  Wiss. Wien., Vol.,LXXXV, p. 662, (1910). 
etude agnthhtique sur le M6sozoique mexioain, Mdm. Soc. Pal. Suissc, Vol. XLIX, Table 6, p. 76. 
Lac. cit. (1826. Fauna Neocomisna), p. 91 ; PI. VI, 6gs. 1-2 

' Ib id . ,  p. 73; P1. 11, fig. 7. 
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2. Sub-fanlily : HIMALAYITI.VAE, Spath. 

Genus : A u ~ a c o s ~ ~ ~ ~ c ' r ~ s ,  Uhlig 1905, emend. Spath. 

1. AULACOSPHINCTES Sp. ~ U V .  Cf. PROXlMUS (&eller). 

(Plate VI, figs. 10a, b.) 

1897. Realaechh proxiww, Steuer. Argentinischp. Jura-Ablagerungen, Pal. Abh., N. F., 
Vol. 111, p. 160 ; P1. XXII (VIII), %S. 7i11. 

1907. Perisphilzdes prononmpls (Steuer). Haupt, Beitrage zur Fauna des oberen Jlalm 
und der unteren Kreide in der argentinischen Cordillere, N. Jb. f. Min., etc., 
Bed.-Bd. XXIII, p. 192. 

1910. Perisphincfes (A&ospHilletes) proximus (Steuer). Uhlig, Fauna of the Spiti Shales 
Fasc. 3, lac. oit., p. 347. 

1926. AulacospiLinetes proximu8 (Steuer), Krants. Die Ammoniten des Blittel-und Oherti- 
thou, Geol. Rundschau, Vol. XVII a, p. 468. 

1931. Aulaeosphinctes prozimus (Steuer). Weaver, Pdeontology of the Jurassic and 
aetaceous of West Central Argentina, lac. oit., p. 411 ; PI. XLN, figs. 298-9 ( 2 ) .  

There is only a small fragmentary specimen, in a poor state of preservation, 
and the comparison to a South American species must not be taken to imply 
that the Attock example could not represent the inner whorls of a similar 
Himalayan species of the group of A. m-rilceanus (Oppel)l, although these do 
not seem to have so many single ribs. The suture-line is not distinctly visible 
but the peripheral groove is i ~ s  pronounced as in Steuer's fig. 11 which also 
shows the greatest similarity in ,ribbing and whorl-shape. 

A. proximus has been recorded by Stehn2 from his zone of Berriasella 
[Corongoceras] medozana and the absence of the typical Aulacosphinctes in the 
Virgatosphimtes beds of Kachh and Madagascar makes it probable that the 
Himalayan m6rikmnus-group is of Upper Tithonian age, as Uhlig3 held. 

Horizon.-Uppermost Tithonian, .pl.vase+wis zone ? 
ka1ity.-l (near Rurjianwala Laman), K. 23-692d. 

d. Family : OLCOSTEPHANIDAE. 

Sub-family : SPITICERATINAE, Spath 1925. 

Genus : SPITICERAS, Uhlig, 1903. 

1. SPITICERAS Sp. ind. 

(Plate VI, figs. 8a, b.) 

There is no doubt about the generic position of this form, hut its fragment- 
ary condition prevents specific identification with any of the Himalayan types 
described by Uhlig. There is no recognisable suture-line and while the whorl- 
section (fig. 8b) is common to various species of Spliceras, the evolution and 

1 sec Uhlig, loc. cit. (Faso. 2, 1910), p. 361 ; PI. XXXIII, fig. 2. 
rg.- ond Gaiederung den hieoooms m der argentmchen Kordillere, C'enlrdbl. f. Miin., eto., p. 148, (1R21). 
3 LOC. C*.. p. 561, (1910). 

D 2 
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narrowness of t,he penultinlate vhorl indicate a serpenticorie form of the group 
of S. subbilobatuva (Uhlig).' The fragment figured by Uhlig2 as 6'. sp. nov. 
indet. is also very similar, but in the typical S. spitiense (Blanf~rd)~;  the tuber- 
cles are stronger, especially on the inner whorls. 

Among the numerous European and especially French forms rnore recently 
described by DjanelidzB4, there is also none that agrees with the Attock form, 
but it is important to note that the comparable SpiBi forms are all listed as 
'Cretaceous and as true Spitieeras, in the restricted sense, and that the Tithc- 
nian fore-runners like S. cebsum (Oppel) ant3 S. pseudogrotea%urn, ' DjanelidzB ' are 
4ess .clo~ely comparable. 

Horizon.-Lowest Infra-Valanginian, Spiticeras beds. 
Locality.-l (near Burjianwala Laman),No. K. 23-896. 

6. gamily : DIPOLOCERATIDAE, Spath. 

Genua : O~YTROPIDOCERAS, Stieler, 1921. 

1. O X Y T R O P I D O C ~ R ~ ~ ~  aff. ROIBGYANUM (d'orbigny). 

(Plate VI, figs. la-c.) 

1840. Ananmzites .rdasyanus, d'orbigny. Palbontologie Francake, Terrains CrBhcBu, 
p. 302; P1. LXXXIX, figs. 1-3. 

1895. Schlo&hia roissyana (d'orbigny). Parona and Bonarelli, Fossili albiani d'Escrag- 
nolles, 'etc.. Pal. Italica, Vol. 11, p. 88 ; PI. XI, figs. 7-8. 

1906. Schloenbaehia cf. roissyana (d'otbigny). R. DouviUB, Sur des Ammonite8 du Cretaob 
Sud-Americain. Ann. Soc. Roy. Zool. Malao. Belgique, Vol. XLI, p. 147 ; PI. 
N, figs. 3, 3a. 

IW7. M~ortoPzicePvls ? rmsypnum (d'orbigny). Jacob, $ tubs  pali.ontologiqucs et &r& 
graphiqnes sur la partie moFnne des terrains cdtaoks, etc., Trav. Lab. Gid. 
G r d l e ,  p. 383. 

1910. Schloenbachia roisxyana (d'orbigny). Bose, Monografia geologica y paleontologioa 
del Cerro de Mulero, &l. I&. &l. M&, -No. 26, p. 66. 

1911. Schloenbachia (Mmtoniceras) roissgaza (d30rbigny). Schlsgintwoit, Dio Zauna des 
Vracon und~Ceuomen in Fkru, N:3&.f. Min., etc., %L-Bd. XXXIII, p. 64, 

(pars). 
1920. Ozytropidoceras &ssganm (d'(kbignp). *eler, '%er sogenannte Mortoniceraten 

des Gault, Cenlralbl. f .  Min., etc., p. 398. 
1921. Pxeudophacocerm roissyanum (d'orbigny). Spath, fietaceous Cephalopoda from 

Zululand, Am.  S. .Afv. MW., Vdl. =I, lf)t. VII, No. 16, p. 281. 
192.2. Pseuakphacoceras (Oqtropidocerm) roissyanum (dlorbigny). Spath, Creheous 

Ammonoidea from Angola, etc., Tram. Rq. -Soc .  Edkhrgh, Vol. LIII, pt. 1, 
'No. 6, p. 98. 

l h.,&. (W-a. hf the iipiti Shdes, F-. l),!p. 8 8 ;  PI. &a&. 2, (19lB). 
2 ibid., p. 129; PI. XI, fig. 4. 
2 &Lee Uhlig, t'hid., p. 89 :, PI. VIII. 6g. 1. 
r S W r a s  du S. E .  de le F-, in!- Q o o t a i k t h ,  a IUt rds  & s  ,&+l@ : p d & . c M  du S. 

E. do l* h o e ,  MAm. E5$iC. Carte 9wl. dhi. Fvance, p. 207; Pls. I-XXlI, (1922). 
, 
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1924. .Ihtoniceras (Schhenbachia) peruartum (v. Buch). Lisson, Edad de 10s Fosila 
Peruanhs, etc., Gontr. Geol. Pen6 (3rd ed.), p. 146. 

1926. Injlatiwras roksyanum (d'orbigny). Jayet, Gtude stratigraphique de is Perte-du- 
RhGne, etc., Eclogae geol. Helvet., Vol. XX, No. 2, pp. 176, 179. 

1930. Oxytropi~lormas roissyanum (d'orbigny). Spath, Lon~er Cretaceous Ammonoidea., in 
Fossil Fauna of the Samana Range, etc., Pt. V, Pal. Indica, N. S., Vol. ST', 
p. 61; P1. IX, fig. 12. 

1931. Oxytropidoceras roissyanum (d'orbigny). Spatlr, Monograph of the Ammonoide;t of 
the Gault, Pal. Soc., Pt. 8, p. 348. 

This form is represented by two fragments of which tlic one here fignred 
i s  less corroded than the other. It formed part of the body-chamber, with the 
septal surface a t  the smaller end representing the termination of the carncrate 
stage, but the unflgured fragment of about similar dimensions (in the un- 
weathered condition) is entirely septate. The suture-line, however, is simplified 
by wear and incomplete a t  the ventral end (left in fig. lc), owing to the weathcring 
off of the periphery. In  the figured examplc, the ventral keel is also worn 
away and the restoration (fig. I b )  of the high carina is based on the section of 
the previous whorl. The inner half of the whorl-side is also corroded, which 
.accounts for the apparently more sigmoidal course of the ribbing, but the general 
whorl-shape is undoubtedly that represented in d'orbigny's fig. 2. 

- 

In  view of the many species of this genus in existence the specific identifica- 
tion, of course, is not meant to be more than approximate, yet the large frag- 
ment figured by Yarona and Bonarelli is closer to the Attock example than 
any of the other illustrations to be found in geological literature. Even the 
difference in the section of the inner whorl is probably without significance, 
owing to the obliquity of the section, and the differences in the suture-line are 
equally unimportant. 

Sehbenbccchia sp. (cf. chihuahuensis, Bose) figured by Douglas l is similar, 
and the Mexican type", with straighter ribs, has a similar whorl-section, but 
the peripheral termination of the ribs is typically far less projected in Bose's 
species. On the other hand 0. buarquianurn (White) 9 0  which Douglas's Peru- 
vian form just mentioned may belong, has slightly coarser ribbing and is ap- 
parently transitional to 0. .trimiterne (Gabb)." 

Amon. peruuicanus, v. Buch5, which according to Steinmanna has narrow 
ribs and broader inter-spaces, may be closer to the present species than to 
0. acutowrinatum, discussed below, but the large Colombian fragment which 
I previously attached to v. 'Buch's species is too finely ribbed and may only 
represent the body-chamber of a large 0. suypani (hsswitn)7, itself only a variety 
.of 0. aczdomrin&um, discussed below. As the type of 0. pruuianum, however, 

1 GeologioalSeotions through the Andes of Peru and Bolivia, 111, from the Port of Callaa to the Hiver Perene. 
.@art. Jmrn. Ueol. h., Vol. I.XXVII, p. 269 ; PI. XVI?, fcg. S, (1921). 

1 LOG. ca., p. 73; PI. VII, figs. 3.4; PI. VIII, figs. 1-2, (1910). 
r cmtributdans to the Oeohgy of Bra%il,.p. 222; PI. XXIV, figs. 3-4, (1887). 
4 Sse Adkinss Handbook of Taxas Cretaceous Possils, Uniu. T e r n  Bull., No. 2838, p. 247 -, Pi. V, 6g. 3, (1928). 
r ~btrificstions recueillies en Ambrique .psr M. A; de Humboldt et M. Ch. D~genbsrdt, p, 6 ;:PI. I. 4gs. 5-i. 

6 T b r  Tithon und Kreide in den peruanischen Anden, NW. Jahrb. j. >Win., etc. II,,p. 440, .(l@!). 
r ~ k d ~ . A m m o n i t e n  von Texas, Q-1. und Pal. Abhandl., Vol. IV, Heft 4, p. 22;iPI. IV,.6g. 3, (1904). 
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is in Berlin (jide Stcinmann) it ought to be possible to decide whether it  is the 
saine as d'orbigny's 0. roissyanuum as e.g., Schlagintweit and Lisson maintained; 
for in that case the older name would have to be used. Judging by the figure 
( Buch's fig. 5 )  Amm. peruvianus is more like 0. acutocarinatun~. i.e., it 1; 

m-hat ~Arcou' considered to be Amm. peruvianus. 
Horizon.-Middle Albian, about upper part of Lower Gault. 
Locality.--12 (near Sujhanda), Xos. K. 24-775a, b. 

2. OXYTROPIDOCEK~~ cf. ACUrTOCARINA'I'Ulf (Shunlard). 

(Plate VI, figs. 2a-c). 

1854. Ammonites acutocarinatu,~, Shumard. Pslteontology, Description of the species of 
Carboniferous and Cretaceous fossils collected, in R. B. f i r cp ,  Exploration of 
the Red River of Louisiana in the year 1862, p. 183 ; P1. 111, fig. 1. 

1920. Ozytropidoceras acutocuTimtum (Shumard). Stieler, Uber sogenannte Mortoniceraten 
des Gault, Zoc. ch., p. 398. 

1921. Pse~dophacoceras amturnrimeurn (Shumard). Spath, Cretaceous Cephalopoda from 
Zululan(1, loc. At., p. 283. 

1928. Oqtropidoceras acutowcrinatum (Shmnrd). Adkins, Handbook of Texas Cretaceous 
Bossils, lac. cit., p. 226. 

This is a slightly more finely-ribbed form than the last and the ribbing is 
characterised by being sonletirnes bificl and by being (on the side not figured, 
which was oyster-coahd, but retaincd the test) of that peculiar multifla-type 
which was described by Douglas2 from some South Anlericall forms. The costae 
are flattened and the intervening grooves are very narrow compared with the 
broad ribs, but on the weathered side (figured), the ribs are apparently sharper, 
as in the many transitions to the last species and to Adkinsites (belknapi group). 
It is, of course, often. found that the ribbing varies greatly in these forms with 
the mode of preservation, a,nd since I have had the opportunity of examining 
many specimens from Texas, by the kindness of Prof. W. S. Adkins, I am pre- 
pared to accept forms like 0. carboaariuum (Gabb)j, 0. mu1tiJidum (Steinmann)4, 
and 0. supani  lassw wit^)^ all previously6 taken as distinct species, to be 
Inere varieties of 0. acut,ocuri?zaturn. Since Prof. Adkins has shown that the 
identity of this species is somewhat doubtful and since I have already men- 
tioned that there is a possibility oi its being the same as v. Bnch's Amm. peru- 
uiafbw, the co~ltinued use of the name 0. acutocarimtum map seem open to 
criticism. But the examinatlion of a suite of large specimens of the supani 
type will convince most palaontologists that the closeness of the ribbing in 
anv given fragment is not of specific significance, varying with size in often a 
y i t e  erratic manner. Sinlilarly the separation of a form like Sckloenbac/~ia a t  

1 Geology of North Amcrioa, p. 34; PI. V, figs. 1, le, 6, (1858). 
1 rZoc. cit., Text.%. 4 A, B, 11. 268, (1921). 

a Notos on Americm Cretaceous Possils, with Desc~igtions of some new species, Amd. Nat. sc i .  Philo. prx. 53b  
\?,,I. XXTIII, p. 269 ; PI. XXXVIII, figs. 2, 2a, b. 

a Loc. cit., p. 139 1 PI. W, fig. 1 (Scidmnbachia acvtomrinUlc "er. mult$rEa), (1881). 
s Lac, d., p. 22 ; PI. IV, fig. 3 (' So7~?2e~atia '), (1904). 
B SPath, h. cit.. p. 283, (1921).- 
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c ~ c - t i t ~ n r ~ a t ~  (Shunlard) hlarcou ill B6.e 011 arc.onnt of its more inflated xhorl- 
d o n  alone would be inuufficient, but this juew) species has different inner 
nhorls. jud~cng by Texas material before me. 

-1 typical large fragment (No. 568) of the present species, indistinpishal~le 
irom body-chambers of 0. ~upunz ,  has lately been sent to me by Dr. Besairie 
h m  Berambo, Province of Analnlava, Madagascar. It was found together with 
r e r  line examples of several new species of Manuaniceras, Spath (first Pseutlo- 
;.h<cocerns), to be figured separately, which clearly show the entire independence 
of this group. ThBvenin already recorded the occurrknce of 0. acutocarilzrctz!iiz 
lii north-~esr Nadagascar, but the confirnlation of this record is importa~it, 
p a d r  because this species was not again described in Boule, Lemoine alid 
T~Grenin's later and larger work, partly because it is so widely distributed 
i l i  Sorth, Central and South America, and the occurrences a t  Haza,ra and in 
rile -1rtoc.k District, added to the great abundance of Oxytropidoceras in South- 
Testern Persia5, are of palseo-geographica.1 interest. 

Horizo~t.-Middle Nbian, about upper part of Lower Gault. 
Locality.-l2 (near Sujhanda), No. K. 24-776c. 

B. Order : BELEMNOIDEA. 

Genus : BELEMNOPSIS. Bayle, 1878. 

1929. B e l e m q s i s  fanganensia  utter&). Skolley, Uber ostindieche Jnra-Belemnit,en, 
Pal. Timor., Lief. XVI, No. XXIX, p. 177 ; PI. CGXII (5), figs. 13-20. 

1933. Behops i s  tamqunmsis (Putterer). Ppath: Re~~ision of the Jurassic Cephaloywl 
Fauna of Kachh, lac. d., p. 660. 

Among the 120 belemnites here recorded, there is only a single individual 
of a Belemopsis and i t  is now referred to Yutt,erer's species, recently discussed, 
because it is churact'erised by its slender shape and rather broad and deep ven- 
tral furrow which does not reach to the apex. The guard, however, is only 
50 mm. in length, i.e., it represents merely the apical half of an individual corn- 
prable  to Futterer's "second example and the cross-section, slightly deformed 
by lateral crushing, as is indicated by the asymmetry, wag proba,bly originally 
circular. In  the Somaliland specimens, recently discussed, from beds IIId-d, 

Loc. cit., p. 66 ; F1. 11, figs. 1-3, (1910). 
On Upper Albian Ammonaidee from Portuguese East Africa, with an Appendix an Upper Cretaceous Bmrnonitea 

from Mapntol~d,  Ann. Transv. Mux., Vol. XJ, Pt. 8, p. 182, (1925). 
a Fossiles d'age gelhien provenant dn N - 0  de Madagascar, C. R. Soc. ghol. France, p. 105, (1905, session dn 6 juin). 

Pal6ontologie de Mad&gaeoar, 111, CBpllalopodes orBts.cPs des environs de DiegoSiuarez, A m .  de Pelkont., Vols. 1, 
n, (1906.07). 

6 Here recorded on the Btrength of 1&rge, new eolleotians before me. 

* 8eitrQe ~ u r  K e m t n i ~  dos Jura in Ost-Afrika, Zeit. Dezrt,~eB. 6cal .  Urs., Vol. XLPJ. 1894, p. 30; PI. V, fig. 3, 

(1893). 
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a t  the juilction of tile Oxiorclian and Kimrneridgian, the section is oQ SW - 
less compressed, but, R. u!fu,.icu (G. Boehm) l seems equally close. 

Horizolz.-Argoviau (Upper Oxfordian), about lraw-versarius zone. 
Local&y.-l0 (near Rata), No. K. 24-762d. 

Genus : HIBOLITEB (Montfort) Mayer-Eymar, 1883. 

1. HIBOLITES RUDHUCUS (Stoliczka). 

(Plate 11, figs. la, b ; Plate 111, figs. 3a-h ; Plate VI, figs. 5a-d.) 

1865. BeLentni&s budhwicus, Stoiiczka. Geological hotion8 across the Himalayan Xoun- 
tains, etc.. M m .  Geol. SUW. I d . ,  V, p. 78 ; P1. VI, fie. 3-6. 

1920. Dicoelites budhairnu (Stoliczka). Biilow-!hummer in' Diener, Fossilium Catnlogus, 
I, Pt. 11, p. 134. 

1925. Belenznites b u d h k s .  Stoliceka. Liseejow and Roman, Repertoice alphab6tique 
des Bblemnites jurassiques, etc., Trav. Lab. Gkol. Lyon, Fasc. VIII, Mb. No. 7, 
p. 65. 

1929. Hibolites bt~dhaicus (Stoliczka). Stolley, Uber ostindische Jura-Relemniten, Pd. 
T i m ,  Lief. XIII, No. XXIX, p. 213. 

This species was originally described as having a cyiindricai guard, very 
slightly tapering towards the apex, smooth, and without vascular impressions, 
but with a deep ventral, furrow which extended from about the middle of the 
guard to its lower termination. The section was usually circular and the species 
must have attaine'd a great length since no trace of the alveolus was to  be seen 
on any of the specimens, of which that figured in Stoliczka's fig. 4 was the largest. 
They were 

' very often and at different localities found with a number of transverse breaks which were no 
doubt accidents but which had the appearance of joints '. 

This last feature which characterises a number of the Attock specimens 
(see Plate 111, fig. ad), also coming from 'beds below the Spiti Shales ', of 
course, is of no diagnostic value and it must also be remembered that Stoliczka's 
figures were not only inverted (and therefore generally misinterpreted) but repre- 
sented mere fragments that might be held to be incapable of identification. Yet 
StoIley, who re-examined Stoliczka's originals (in Vienna), was right in including 
the present speeies and the slightly shorter and more inflated H. tibeticus, des- 

- 

cribed below, in the genus Hibolites and in considering them to be closely related 
to H. lagoious (Boehm), H. windhouwari, Stolley, H. brouweri and H. verbeeki, 
Kruizinga. Unfortunately, the many fragments now before me, from several 
localities, are not in a better state of preservation than Stoliczka's type (fig. 31 - 
a t  a corresponding size (e.g., No. K. 24-757c) and there is only a single phrag- 
mocone in a cylindrical guard, embedded in matrix, which has an alveolar angle 
of 19", but cannot definitely be assigned to this species. On the other hand. 
there are many smaller examples, like those here figured, in a slightly better 
state of preservation and characterised by the ssme elongated smooth p r d .  
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distinctly flatteued or depressed where it is spindle-shaped, cyhddeal  nearer h e  
apex and towads the alveolar end. The ventral groove is not distinct in any 
one example; sometimes there is a mere crack (Plate 111, fig. 3a), many are 
corroded (Plate 11, fig. l), most again are too short (Plate 111, fig. 3e) to show 
this groove but the two lateral lines are visible in a number of the less weathered 
guards (Plate VI ,  fig. 5 4 .  

Deformation in the rock, again, has caused an abnormal appearance in 
some (Plate 111, fig. 3d) for the transverse fractures suggest that the curve is 
accidental, not pathological and some of the ammonites from the same beds 
are also deformed. I n  others again the weathering has made the apex as 
acute as in the form referred below to H. wandhouweri and the identification 
of many of the belemnites listed below is therefore extremely doubtful. 

Huriwit.-tlrgovian (Upper Oxfordian), about transversarius zone. 
Localities.-l, 3, 4 (near Burjianwala Laman), No. K. 23-701 (pars, 18 speci- 

mens), KO. K. 24-738 (pars, 31 specimens), No. K. 24-739 ; 7a (near Talidhok), 
So.  K. 24-755 (19 specimens) ; 8 (near Bagh Nilab), No. K. 24-757 (pars, 8 
specimens) ; 10 (near Bata), No. K. 24-762 (pars, 16 specimens). 

2. HIXOLITES TIBETICUS (Stoliczka). 

(Plate V, fig. 3.) 

1865. Bekmnites tibetim, Stolic&a. Geological Sections across the Himlayan Mount-~ 
sins, etc., Mem. Gwl. Suw. Ind., V, p. 79 ; P1. VIII, fie. 5-6. 

1910. Uicoelites tibetkcus (Stdliczka). LWg, Fauna der Spiti-Schiefer, Lx. cit., p. 539. 
1920. Dact?lloteuthis (1) tibdiur (Stoliczka). Biilow-Trummer, in Diener, Fossilium &h- 

logus, I, Pt. 11, p. 100. 
1925. Hastites 1 tibeticus (Stoliczh). Lie&,ous and Roman, Repertoire alphabhtique des 

Rblemnites jurassiques, etc.,, T ~ a o .  Lab. Gdol. Lyon, Fasc. VIII, M&. No. 7, 
p. 144. 

1929. Hibolites tibetiGus (Stoliczka). Stolley, Uber oatindische Jura-Belemniten, Pal. 
Tinzor, Lief. XIII, No. XXIX, p. 213. 

The o~iginal description was as follows :- 

g h crlindrical guard, resembling Bel. digitalis. The surface is q u i t ~  smooth, and on some of 
the small specimens two fine and only very short grooves near the point are indicated, others have 
slight and s~mple vascular impressions on the sides. On larger specimens nothing of cither is usually 
-hie, but the guard h a  on its upper portion a slight [ventral] groove and the shell bccomcs a t  the 
same time somewhat slender. The section is nearly round, sometimes a little compressed laterally 
Kothmg oi the alvcolus is scenon any oi our specimens.' 

Stoliczka thought that his species was closely allied to B. semihastatus 
figured by- Zietenl, but since this, according to Lissajous and Roman 2 is only 
- 

a young Hibolites hastatus, it may be assumed that the present form, indeed, 
differs from H. budhaicus merely in being shorter and plumper, as Stolley stated. 
The original of Stoliczka's fig. 6 may represent a distinct foxm, aa Lissajous 

DIP 1-ersteinerungen Wiirttembcrgs, PI. XXJl, fig. 4, (1830-33). 
"W. cif., p. 133, (1926). 
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and Koman suggested who (erroneously 2 )  compared it to  a Linssic species. The 
t r p e  (fig. 5 )  is characterised by its circular section, smoothness and ventral 
gouve and may thus be taken to-differ from H. verbeelci, Kruizinga l, merely 
in being less hastate, i.e., more cylindrical. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), about transversarius zone. 
Localities.-7 (near Talidhok), No. K. 24-754b ; and 9 (near Bagh Nilab), 

No. K. 24-761a. 

3. HIBOI~ITES aff. WINDHOUWERI, Stolley. 

(Plate TI, figs. 4a-d.) 

1907. Belernnites cf. Zagoicus, G .  Boehm. Oxford des 15'ai Gala, Beitr. z. Geol. W. Niedw- 
a .  I n n ,  I, 3, Palmontogv., Suppl. IT', p. 57 ; P1. VII, figs. 14-16. 

1925. Belemnopsis lagoiow- (Boehm). Lissajous and Roman, Repertoire aIphab8tique des 
BLlernnites jurassiques, be. d., p. 104. 

1929. Hibolites windhwweri (G. Boehm). Stolley, ober ostindiiche Jura-Belemniten, h. 
cit., p. 204 ; P1. CCLVI (g), figs. 1-4 (non 5). 

The fragments doubtfully referred to this form are distinguished from the 
.associated H. budhakcus by a more pointed, more acutely conical shape and 
by a sub-circular cross-section. None is long or perfect enough to  show grooves 
or lateral lines, but the figured example, a t  the upper end, has a somewhat sub- 
quadrate shape, with very slight flattering in a dorso-ventral as well as in a 
lateral direction.   here is also slight excentricity of the apex which makes it 
probable that figs. 4a, b represent the lateral aspect, while fig. 4c is not a t  right 

\ 

angles to the other two. Stolley's fig. 2b seems to show the closest resemblance, 
but the fragments could, of course, also be matched by individuals of such 
European species as H. semisulcatus (Miinster) of H. diceratinus (Etallon). 3 These 
a rc  of later age, while I$. lagoicus (Boehm) and the very similar H. verheeki, 
Kruizinga, already mentioned, are less acute. Conversely H. fusticulus 
(Waagen) is still more'slender, but H. stoliczka~~us (Waagen)6, again, is a closely 
allied species. Unfortunately there is not enough material of these species to  
appraise their real differences and the poor state of preservation of the Attock 
forms, of course, makes dejinite identifications impossible. 

Horizon.--Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), about transversarius zone. 
Loca,lities.-l and 3 (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. K. 23-701~-e, and K. 

24-738 (pars, 7 specimens) ; 7 (near Talidhok), No. K. 24-754a; 9 (near Bagh 
Nilab), No. K. 24-7616 ; 10 (near Bata), No. K. 24-762c. 

1 Belemnieten uif de Jurassischc Afzettingen ran de Soela-Eilanden, Jaarb. u. Mijnveicn, Vol. XLlX jlY20), 
Verh.. p 179; PI. VI, fig. 1, (1921). 

2 See Zittd, Fauna der iLltersa Cepblopoden-fuhrenden Tithonhildnngen, Palaontogr., Suppl., PI. I (XXT): E@. 5, 

.(1870). 
See Loriol and Bourp-eat. Btudes sur 1e8 Molluques des conches comllig&nes de VaEn, M4m. &c. Pol. S u i e  

Vol. XIII, p. 37; PI. I, figs. 1.4, (1886). 
Loc. cit., p. 67 ; PI. VIII, fig. 12 (leototppe), (1907). 
Lm. cif . ,  (Jurassio Fauris of Xutch), p. 9 ;  PI. I. figa. 2a-e, (1873). 

$Ibid. ,  p. 10; PI. I, figs. la-f. 
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4. HIBOLITES sp. no\-. ? cf. PLAKOUTATGS (Rams). 

(Plate 11: %S. Ga-C.) 

19-20. Hiboltes planohtatus (Roemer). Biilow-Trummer in Diener, F d m n  Wogy 
I, psrs 11, p. 150. 

1925. Behnopsis  plam7uwtatw (Roemer). Liasajous and Roman. Repertoire alphab6tique 
des Biilemnites jurassiques, loc. clt., p. 122. 

The deformed guard here figured is too corroded to  show any diagnostic 
characters except the flattened shape; it  seems to belong to  a new form of 
Hibdites allied to Roemer's species, but there is no certainty that the flatten- 
ing is not due to  lateral compression rather than to  ventro-dorsal depression. . 

Hibditea girardoti (P. de Loriol) l is less depressed and more hastate but pro- 
bably also c l ~ e l r  allied ; for if some other fragments before me (e.g., No. K. 
-73-i01a) belong to the same species, then this must be interpreted as differing 
from H. budlmicus merely in the greater depression of the guard, giving it an 
elliptical shape (fg. BC) almost from the apex. No ventral grooves, however, 
not to  mention signs of the alveolus, have been observed in any of the short 
Attock fragments. 

Most of the latter could have been attached to the Portlandian H. Jlenz%n,q~, 
Spathz, which according to  abundant new Madagascar material before me, has 

- 

more flattened varieties than the type previously figured. If I am now 
attaching the present form to  the earlier A. planohastatus and H. girarhti, it  
is done not only on account of the difference in age, but also because the figured 
example, although deformed, aBpears to be a far more extreme form than H. 
Jlemingi. 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), ahout t~n,~sversarius zone. 
Locality.-l (near Burjianwala Laman), Nos. h. 23-701a, h ; 8 (near Bagh 

Nilab), No. K. 24-757a. 

5. HIBOL~TES (HABTITES 1 )  cf. CLAVIGER ('CVaagen). 

(Plate V, figs. 4a-C.) 

1920. Hibolites claviger (Waagen). Biilow-Trummer in Diener, Fossilium Catalogus, I, 
pars 11, p. 137. 

1927. Hibolites (Hnstites 2) claV;.yer (Waagen). Spath, Reviaion of the Jurassic Cephalopud 
Fauna of Kachh. loc. oit., Pt. I, p. 17. (See there for synonymy.) 

1933. Hibolites (IIastites 1)  c l a w p ~  (Waagen). Spath, Revision of the Juraseic Cepblopod 
Fauna of Kachh, be .  oit., Pt. VI, p. 664. 

There i s  only a single corroded example of this form and the referenoe 
to Waagen's species is suggested merely by the club-shape. I have previously 
pointed out that Waagen's figure was restored and there is no justification for 
Stolley's3 describing the type as having a depressed (or transversely-oval) sec-. 

' *tndc sar les Mollusques et Braohiopodes de I'Oxfordien supbriour er moyeu du .Jura ledonieu, SW. PO.'. 
,Suiese, Vol. XXIX, p. 6 :  PI. I, figs. 2-3, (1902). 

2 T,oc. cJ., Kachh Revision, Pt. I, p. 13 : PI. I, fig. 2, (1927). 
L a c .  cit. (Pal. Timor.), p. 201, (1929). 
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tion, as against the laterally flattened or compressed section of his doubtfuu? 
dated H. bo1oides.l In t,he Portlandian marls of Andranosamontana in b1sd1- 
gascar, H. claviger (Xo. 603a) and the more extreme EI. bo1oide.s (So. 603b) occur :ij I :  

together and they are both very slightly compressed laterally. But a claciger- 
like form (No. 608) occurs already in the Oxfordian of Narodaba (associated 
with Metapeltoceras) and this is indeed slightly depressed. Since, hornever, the 
two club-shaped forms of Hibolites I figured2 from the Dhosa oolite of Kachh 
are again slightly compressed, there is no connection between shape of the cros- 
section and date of existence in this group and the typica,l H. claviger may occur 
in the Oxfordian as well as higher. 

The narrowing of  the guard at  the upper end might be held to  be due to  
the corrosion and beginning ( ? ) exfoliation, but the outer layer seems to have 
been removed too symmetrically to make it probable that the claviger-like shape 
is accidental and tbat the fragment originally belonged to a more elongated 
guard like that of H. brouweri, Kr~ iz inga .~  

Horizon.--4rgovian (Upper Oxfordian), about transversarizis zone. 
Locality.-l0 (near Bata), No. K. 24-762a. 

2. Sub-family : DUVALIFAE, Pavlow. 

Genus : RHOPALOTEUTHIS, Lissajous; 191 5. 

1. RHOPALOTEUTHIS sp. nov.? aff. SPISSA (GilliBron). 

(Plate V, figs. 2a-d.) 

1920. Hibolita (1 )  apissus (GilliAron). Biilow-Trummer in Diener, Foasilium Catalogus, 
I, pars 11, p. 153 (with synonymy). 

1925. Rbplofmthis  spissus (Gilli6ron). Ijsaajous and Roman, Repertoire alphabbtique 
des Bblemnites jurassiquee, lac. obt., p. 138. 

The example here figured has been deformed in the rock and is thus difficult 
to  place, but the cross-section at  the upper end is subquadrate, with distinct 
lateral flattening, as in R. voironensis (Favre) which was taken by Lissajous 
to  be identical with Belemnites monsalvensis, Gi l l iQr~n.~ Since the cross-section 
of the latter, however, was stated by Lissajousa to  have been represented as 
too square, it is possible that it is a t  least as close to  the Attock form here dis- 
cussed &a is the more rounded R. spissn. 

The guard is also slightly more club-shaped, as in R. gillieroni (Mayer) 7 

which, however, is of earlier (Callovian) age, like the more stumpy R. bzoviensis 

Ibid.,p. 201 ; PI. W I V  (8). Ggs. 10. 11. 
P Revision of tho Jursasio Cephdopod Fan- of Kschh, Pt. 5. PI. C X I V ,  lip. 6a, b ;  PI. CXXI, Bg. 10, (1931). 

LOG. ca., p. 176; PI. V, fig. 1, (1921). 
L Desoriptlon des foe& du terrain J-ue dc l. mantagw das Voimns, Mkn. &c. Pol. 8wiase, Vol. 11, p. 1s ; 

P1. I, 6gs. 4-6, (1876). 
Aperpu geologiqne snr l& Alpes de Fribaurg en general et Monsalveas en particulier, Mat. Carte Okol. Suiaa, 

Vo!. XI1. P1. VIII. fig. 10, (1873). 
*'1n Liesajous and Romm. h. ca.. p. 111, (1926). 
'See Lisaejooa snd Xomsn, Description de qudq.w nowelk 6- de BBlimnites jwes*qoes, Trur. Lub. 

O b l .  Lyon, Fano. X, MBm. No. 7 (soppl.). p. 38; PI. IV. figs. 8-11, (1927). 
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(Zeuschner). 1 As one of the cotypes of rl'Orbigny's Be1ewtnite.s sazcvnimus~cs2 
with a somewhat similar shape is also included in R. spissa it seems adrisable 
provisionally t o  attach the Attock form to  this species, although the restricted 
R. sauvanausa itself is similarly clavate. . 

Horizon.-Argovian (Upper Oxfordian), about transverscwius zone. 
Locality.-3 (near Burjianwala Laman), No. K. 24-737. 

LIST OF LOCALITIES WITH THEIR CEPHALOPOD FAUNAS. 

Listing the fossils above described according to their ilocalities, the following 
assemblages are obtained :- 

Locality l.-Onc rnile .in 5. of E. from Burjianwala Laman (33" 39': 72O 
18', sheet. 43c-6). 

This locality lias yielded many of the fossils here described, in addition t o  
brachiopoda and pelecypods to be dealt with by Miss Wood a'nd Xr. Cox. The 
cephalopods are all marked as having come from the Lower Giumal beds, but 
even so they belong to two velp distinct faunas. The following comprise the 
earlier assemblage, liere referred to the hgovian (or Upper Oxfordian) and 
roughly corresponding to the trarasversarius zone :- 

Epimayaites polyphevnus (Waagen). 
Epimaynites aff. lemoini, 8path. 
Perisphinctes orientalis, Siemiradzki. 
Perisphinctes cf. i.ndogermanus, Waagen. 
Perisphinctes jelskii, Siemiradzki. 
Biplices afl. de-riazi (Sietniradzki). 
Pachyplanulites pmlairei (Favre). , 
Dichotomosphinctes cf. orbignyi (P. de Loriol). 
Dichotomosphinctes sp. ind. 
Dichotornosphinctes aff. yrossouurei (Siemiradzlri). 
Dichotomosphinctes sp. nov. ? aff. ~oaehneri (Siemiradzki). 

- - 

Prososphinctes virguloides (R'aagen). 
Hibolites budhaicus (Stoliczka). 
Hibolites aff. ~in~dhozczceti, Stolley. 
Hibolites aff. planohastc~hcs (Roemer). 

The fossils came out of a calcareous (and glauoonitic) sandstone, 
often full of belemnite f~.ag;ments, but there is also one large fragment (No. K. 
23-699) which seems to liave a more uniformly fine-grained sandy matrix. Un- 
fortunately this fossil is so worn as to he quite unrecognisable. I first thought 
that the ribbing of this fragment (which may not even have belonged to an 

.ammoh~te) showed bifurcation a t  the nmbilical border, as in Peltoceratoides, and 
I recorded this genus in my provisional account of the Attock faunas4, also 
Hayuites maycl. Since both these doterminations, however, are now corrected, 

See Idssajous and &mn, D-ipti- Be qm4oes noouellc. ebpeoea de B&mnite jurabnique.3, Trao. Lab. aid. Lya., 
;S&. X, MOm. No. i (suppl.),,,. 30 ;PI. IV, fig& 4-6. 

*Pal&ontologie Xr'rany&isise, Tern. dsraex., p. 128; PI. XXI, figs. 4-5, (1843). 
rbia., figs. 1.3 

4 Rpnth, /<K. ril., liaohh Reviaion, Pt. VI, p. 808, (1933). 
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couid tren be held to c.ollie irom a bed (unrecognised in the field) below t b  

equiralent of the Spiti shales nith the limonitic ammonites. The r e s e m b b  
to the forms of the Seoc.omian beds of neighbouring areas is purely lithologicd, 
and further evidence is undoubtedly required. 

Locality 10.-From a d a  about one mile N. 36' E. of Bata. (33" 41' : 72' 2', 
sheet 4302). 

The belemnites found at  tlus locality include - 
Belemnopsis tanganensis (Futterer) 
Hibolites budhaicus (Stoliceka) 
Hibolites aff. windhouweri, Stolley 
Hibolites (Hastites 1 )  cf. claviger (Waagen) 

and although many of the fragments are doubtful they kdicate the same Argo- 
vian beds as those recorded above. 

Locality 11.-East of Sujhanda, very close to the village (33" 45' : 72'5', 
sheet 43c-1). 

The five bclcnlnite fragments from this locality are unfortunately small and 
quite unrecognisable. They are the only belemnites marked 'Upper Giumd 
beds ' and they are associated with pelecypods and an indeterminable crushed 
echinoid, also fragments of echinoid radioles, in a more conglomeratic, calcare- 
ous sandstone or sandy limestone, weathering with an ochreous crust. They 
may be of Albian age like the ammonites from locality 12, for in the neigh- 
bouring Hazara Mountains similar belemnites, possibly Neohibolites but larger 
than any European Gault belernnites, occur together with Middle Albiail am- 
monites.= 

Locality 12.-About three furlongs south of Sujhanda. 
The three ammonite fragments from this locality are described above as- 

Oxytropidoceras aff. roissyanuw~ (d'orbigny). 
Oxytropidoceras cf. acutocarinatum (Shumard). 

There is no doubt about their Middle Albian age, but it  is curious that no 
example of Douvilleiceras or Lyelliceras, so abundant in the corresponding beds 
of the Samana and Hazara ranges, has been collected. They are preserved in 
a more compact and more uniform, gray limestone, but one was oyster-coated 
and they must have been weathered out and picked up loose. There are not 
other fossils from exactly the same locality, though the Upper Ciiunial beds a t  
other spots near the same village have yielded a number of pelecypods. 

PALAEONTOLOGICAL AND STRATIGRAPHICAL RESULTS. 

It has been shown above that the cephalopods of the Attock district belong 
$0 three distinct faunas, the earliest of which is of Upper Oxfordian or Argovian 
age. Unfortunately the Argovian ammonites are all poorly preserved, but they 
mostly belong to  species known in better examples from the Upper Dhosa 
oolite and the equivalent Kantcote ironstone of Kachh so that little could be 
added to  our knowledge of these forms, except, perhaps, in the case of Proso- 

1 See Ppth, loc. cif. (Foesil F a a s  of the Samans. Rsnge), p. 62, (1930). 
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interpreted by most authors ; uncl tile illustiation of some %!-pica1 example 
may prove ;tseful. There arc t ~ o  o:. three Perisphinctitls nos 1-et recorded 
from Kachh, or indeed, from India, but they are forins closely relitter1 to the 
other species here described ancl their occurrence is ol no pa1~oniulogic~:l sis- 
nificance. 

It may be noted, however, that the commonest Perisphinctid is a Iiachh 
species (Prososph,inctes vi~guloides) and that the only other ammonites besides 
the Perisphinctids are two species of Epi.mzpites,  also a Kachh genus that has 
not been found west or north of the area imder discussion. I t  is known from 
Spiti and the Dutch East Indies, and may occur in Madagascar and the Salt 
Range, but the ' Poly)~l~etirirs ' Limestone of Baluchistan was named after one 
of the species here desoribed by error, yielding in reality only true ,Iiucroce- 
pl~alites of ~uuch earlicr date.l With these distinctive Kachh elements repre- 
sented, the Argovian ammonite fauna of the Attock district is thus undoubtedly 
more closely linked to  that of the Indo-Madagascan Province than to that of 
the Xediterranean area. For even the Persian Pe~isphifictes obliq~~eplicntus and 
P. ulterneplicatus, recorded by Yischer "re not iclentical with 1ITaagen's Kachh 
species, as 1 have pointed out; on previous occasions and the few indifferent 
European Ycrisphinctjds like Uicl~otonzospl~inctes orbignyi (P. de Loriol) here listed, 
and also recorded from Kachh, might have been attached to local species or 
possibly described as new if available in complete specimens. It is true that 
as in the case of Pachyplani~lites p'ralairei (Favre) from Attock, or of various 
Kachh Perisphinctids previously described, specific identity with common Euro- 
pean or universal forms is suggested, but the, Kachh fauna, in any case, includes 
no less than 70 per cent. of purely Indian or local elements. 

The absence, from the Attock fauna, of such typical southern elements as 
Phylloceras and Lytoceras, and the occurrence of only two trachyostracous am- 
monite-groups, should not perhaps be unduly stressed, being merely negative 
evidence with the present, small, collections, but they support the view that 
the sometimes almost conglomeratic deposit was formed in a shallow epiconti- 
nental sea, not far fsom a coast-line, during a temporary transgression. 

The belemnites from the same Brgovian beds do not seem to agree with 
the evidence of the ammonites. First of all there is only a single individual 
of a Belevznopsis out of 120 specimens (and numerous fragments in the rock), 
whereas in Kachh, in the Dhosa oolite, Belemnopsis is a t  least as common as 
Hibolites. The species of thc latter genus, also, are almost all of the semisul- 
catus group, not depressed, like most of the Attock forms, and the greatly 
flattened types are apparently altogether absent in Kachh. It is doubtful, how- 
ever, whether this difference is of great importance ; for the belemnites of the 
Dhosa oolite, although very plentiful, are always firmly embedded in the rock, 

See Bphth, loc. eit. (Kaohh Revieion, Pt. VI), p. 808, (1933). 
Jura und Kreide aus Persien, Beitr. Pol. Qsol.-datew. Unr., Vol. XXVII, pp. 240, 243 : PI. XX, figs. 3 arid 

7, (1916). 
Spnth, loc. cil .  (Kaohh Revision, Pt. lV), pp. 409, 479, (1931). 
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rare;;- -+.it:?ereci-oiir lit;. :ii,,:e Lyre described, and no systematic collections 
ha;-? t,:, iar  heen m:?c?i. .:gaill: iron1 the Kantcote ironstone, where they are 
in a 1,:. herter srare oi  i,reservation, or from the Belemnite marls of Jurun there 
arc :U iiir onl~- ten- ~pecimens and exact comparison of belemriite faunas is 
dependen~ on abundance of material. Moreover, the preservation of the Attock 
example is such that identifications are mostly provisional and our knowledge 
of t,he two Himalayan forms (B. budhaicus and B. bibeticus), first described by 
Stoliczka from beds below the Spiti shales, but probably not from the Tagling 
limestone of the Spiti district, cannot be said td be anything like complete even 
now. 

Yet it  is probable that this difference is a t  least partly due to difference 
of facies. Some rock fragments before me, from locality 7a, are almost entirely 
made up of belemnite fragments, with a soft, glauconitic, mar1 in between, 
resembling a Cretaceous ' greensand '. Something like this is known from north- 
western Kachh, but there are no belemnites; on the other hand, the well- 
preserved forms from Kantcote are embedded in a pure, red, hrematitic rock. 

Now glauconite is a mineral which I believe to depend for its formation 
on long-c,ontinued action of sea-water, i.e., slow deposition under the influence 
of currents in sediments probably never to be reduced to horizontality. I t  is 
known that i t  may determine the composition of a fauna, for Languinel has 
recently shown that in the Argovian of a certain region in the south-east of 
France, Phylloceras is particularly abundant a t  the two extremities where the 
beds are relatively thicker and very glauconitic ; conversely Ochetoceras, not 
frequent a t  these twd points, is numerous, with only a feeble proportion of 
Phylloceras, in the less glauconitic limestones elsewhere. 

In  Kachh again, although the Dhosa oolite may sometimes be conglomeratic 
and be succeeded by much younger beds, yet it always rests conformably on 
and merges insensibly into the athleta shales below, showing c,ontin-uous deposi- 
tion, whereas the corresponding Axgovian beds of the Attock district (judging 
by the description of some of the fossils as either basal Giurnal or uppermost 
Trias) are clearly transgressive after a long emergence of the land. Since the 
Argovian itself is immediately followed by the equivalents of the Spiti shales 
to be discussed presently, and since the few Upper Oxfordian deposits so far 
kno\vn from the Himalayan and Tibetan region also indicate merely temporary 
transgressions, it  is probable that there was continuous submergence only in 
the south, i .e . ,  that the immigrants all came from the Indian Ocean or rather 
the Arabian Sea of the period. 

The next higher assemblage unfortunately consists of only a few ammonites 
but they are all definitely recognisable and undoubtedly belong to  species found 
only in the Lochambel beds of the Spiti shales. They are a11 of uppermost 
Tithonian or lowest Infra-Valanginian age, e.g., from a m o w  horizon a t  the 
limit of the Jurassic and Cretaceous and although they are limonitio (and, in 
one case, phosphatic) and different in preservation from the Argovian ammonites, 

1 Loc. c i t .  (C. R. dc.v(. 86s'. Parir, Vol. 194). No. 7, p. 636, (1932). 
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above discussed, it a,ppears that their bed has not been distinguishable in the 
field from that of the other ' basal Giumals '. The description as ' basal ' alone 
suggests that the Argovian and Berriasian beds together are not of great thick- 
nese ancl since Albian ammonites apparently occur immediately abom: the 
sequence must be extremely fragmentary. 

J n l e  the affinity of this second fauna with that of the Lochambel beds 
of the Spiti area is undoubted, the three examples of Oxytropidoceras described 
as Middle Albian belong to a much more universal group. In  fact they are 
referred to a French and a North American species, but as similar forms occur 
in many other European and African countries, in South America, and in Pe~sia 
and lndia (Hazara) there is little significance in these specific names. In un- 
described Persian collections before me, for example, these two sl>ccies are 
associated with 0. sergipense (White) and 0. trinitense (Gabb), forms known 
from Brazil and Texas, and they are associated, as in those conntries, with 
Dipoloceras \I-11ile the occurrence of Uouvilleiceras and other Middle Albian genera, 
as of the Upper Albian illortonicerccs, Proh~jsteroceras and Elobtheras shows tha,t 
ihe  Albian (and indeed the whole of the Cretaceous) succession in Persia is far 
more continuous than that of either the Samana and Hazara Mountains, the 
intervening Attock district, or of any Himalayan area so far explored. The 
Albian ammonites were therefore also probably immigrants from the southwest 
and judging by the fact that both at Samana and in the Hazara mountains, 
comparable forms are confined to a narrow band of rock, it is liere agsiu a case 
of merely temporary transgression. 

Age and affinities of the three faunas discussed are thus definitely cstab- 
lished. The extended Jurassic Mediterranean or Tethys was constantly in open 
communication across Persia with the Indian Ocean which was apparently al- 
ready much as it is at the present day. In  the area under discussion, asin 
the neighbouring districts, the submergence was always temporary and varied 
from place to place. For while it is possible that a Neocomian bed, below 
the Albian band, similar to the Belemnite beds of Samana or Thal has been 
overlooked at  some or all of the Attock localities, there is apparently no equiva- 
lent of the Chidamu beds of the Spiti shales, although a Virgc~tospl~inctes has 
been recorded from Hazara. Even the Spiti shales themselves illustrate the 
incompleteness of the Jurassic and Cretaceous record, for, even if they are 
separated by unfossiliferous beds, not recorded in literature, the Chidamu beds 
with Uppe! Kinlmeridgian and Portlandian ammonites and the Lochambel bed8 
with dominant Spiticeras and Neocomitids do not bridge the gap between the 
Jurassic and the Cretaceous as completely as appears a t  first sight. 

According to  Uhlig, a large number of his Blanfordiceras, probably ranging 
up to the base of the Cretaceous, came from the Lochambel beds; the speci- 
mens from Kuti came from the Upper and Middle Spiti shales; one example 
from Chojan was marked Middle Spiti shales. But the Portlandian Hildogloch- 
&as also was from the ' middle horizon ' of the Spiti shales of Chidamu and 
Svikia, while undoubtedly Jurassic krgatosphi~ctes were stated to be partly from 
th-, middle Spiti shales, partly from the lowest Chidamu heds. 

t. -7 
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Again 0ppelia [Ggritr~otliscoceras] acucincta which, in Hazara, occurs together 
aith Viry.atospJ~i~~ctes frequelzs, %-as found by A. v. Krafft in the ' middle and 
upper ' Spiti shales of Kuti, vhence came also some Kossmcctia \\-hereas others 
were from tho ' nniddle stage ' of Lochambelkichali. Of course; Uhlig himself 
directed attention t o  the desirability of ascertaining the exact horizon, within 
the Spiti slwles, of the different elements of ,the fauna, but until this is done 
it seems to me that the d~snrepancies can only be explained by assunling that 
the few hundred feet of Ppiti shales a t  the different localities do not mclude 
the same horizons, most of the successions, moreover, being probably incom- 
plete. This fragmentary Jurassic is succeeded by art equally unrepresentatke 
Cretaceous succession mostly unfossiliferous sandstones, with a maximum thick- 
ness of 300 feet, and compared to the European Flysch. Since this post-Spiti 
shales deposit represents the true Giumal beds, it is of course clear that this 
name cannot be used for the Jurassic sediments of the Attock district. 

I have previously spoken of the Chidamu beds as including the first (Upper 
- - 

Kimmeridgian to Portlandian) ammonites and resting unconformably on the 
Argovian Belemnite beds. But while ' Virgatosphimtes ' are like undoubted 
Upper Kimmeridgian forms in England and while Perisphinctes biplicatus (Uhlig) 
may belong to ' Pavlovia ' in the wider sense, as llovalsky held, and resembles 
some ammonites I collected in the Portland sands of Dorset, there is an altoge- - 
ther inadequate representation of the many faunas known to exist between the 
Upper Kimmeridgian and the Spiti beds of the Lochambel stage. BerriaselEa 
itself is represented in the Spiti shales only by two doubtful fragments, com. 
parable to the Ncocomitid form here described '(Plate VI, fig. g), and significantly 
enough they are from ' Lochambelkichak, third stage ', i.e., Cretaceous. There 
is no trace of the rich Proniceras, Substeueroceras, and Paradontoceras faunas 
that in Mexico and South America occur in hundreds of feet of deposits whose 
position above the Portlandian and below the Spiticeratan dates them as un- 
doubtedly Tithonian. The Upper Kimmeridgian and Portlandian, in England - 
alone represent a thickness of a thousand feet and the succeeding Tithonian of, 
e.g., San Pedro de Gallo in Memco (' Portlandien sup6rieur ' of Burckhardt) 
includes up to  600 metres of deposits, not counting several hundred feet more 
of beds with ' Stace7oceras '. 

When ammonite faunas are strictly hornataxial, if not contemporaneous, 
they show a remarkable similarity in widely distant areas. The San Vig~lio 
fauna, occurring in similarly marmorised Lower hjocian limestones in East 
Bersial, or the Italian Domerian faunas being found almost identical in Bal- 
uchistanz, the Speeton Valanginian ammonite fa- recorded from Uitenhagea, or - 
the Lower Portlandian Anavirgatites fauna of Neaburg on the Danube discovered 
in Somaliland4 are some examples. There is lit& OS no evidence of any of 
these in the Himalayan region; nor is there anything like the magnificent 

1 In e collectmn from nesr Ravar, to he described m a fat- psrt of the Pal. Ind. 
' Ses Spath, Cretaceous Cephalspoda from Zoluland, &c. at., p. 272, (1921). 
'Spat4 On the Cephalopoda of the U~tenhage Be&, Ann. S. Afr. Museum, Vol. XXVIII, Pt. 11, pp 131.]:;, 

(1930). 
LHunterhn Museum Monoppha, Vd. I, p. 162, (1825). 
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development of all the Cretaceous formations in south-western Persia, even in 
Tibet. The Jurassic sequence in the IIimalayau ' geosyncline ' compares very 
unfarourably with that of Kachh, admittedly of neritic, marginal, facies. 

For exact correlation it is necessary to compare only strictly homotaxial 
or contemporaneous formations. Now the Julassic and Cretaceous in the Attock 
district includes disconnected portions of the Asgovian, ' Berriasian ' and Albian, 
of unknown but slight thickness, since they were all mapped in the field a s  
Giumal beds. In  the neighbouring northern pa,rt of Hazara. the Spiti shales 
and succeeding (true) Giumal beds and Albian band, together only vary from 
36-210 feet, following. also directly on Trias (or so-called ' Trias ') ; but in the 
southern part which almost adjoins the district under discussion, the sequence 
is still more interesting. For the beds between the ' Trias ' and the Nummu- 
litic limestone form a heterogeneous mixture of about 300 feet of ' Giumal ' 
sandstones and shelly limestones, sometimes crowded with Trigonia. Judging 
by middle miss'^ account l this succemion again includes Argovian beds (with 
the inocerami and belemnites of the baaal Spiti shales), an equivalent of part 
of the middle Spiti shales (with Gymnodismeras acudnctum and B i rga tosp7~ i~s  
fiequens), also undoubtedly Cretaceous beds with a thin Albian band at  the 
top. In  the Samana range, as has recently been shown by L. 31. Davies, the 
lower beds are not exposed or a't least not explored, but they cerbainly indicate 
a greater thickness down to the ' Trias ' than in the areas just discussed, but 
as they.  have only yielded (near the top) a RhymhowlZa, doubtfully referred 
to the Callovit~n, they are probably earlier than the three faunas here described. 
The succeeding black Samana Suk limestone, from 400 to 500 feet thick, I have 
preriously stated to occupy about the position of the Spiti shales, since it is 
followed by a Neocomian belemnite bed of a thicknessof 30-50 feet. The 
latter is assumed to be of the same age as a similar glauwnitic bed on Kadimak 
mountain, near Thal, thirty miles to  the west. And as this has yielded Olco- 
stephnus aff. astierialzus (d'orbigny), ascribed to the Lower Hauterivian, it is 
clear that, even if the Samana Suk limestone exactly correspond to  the 500 
feet of Spiti shales a t  Giumal, it  includes only a feeble representation of the 
Upper Jurassic. 

The thickness of the Jurassie in the Salt Xtasge haa also been estimated 
at  o+ 500 feet and there (in the weat) it certainly includes equivalents of 
the inacrocepWu8 shales and Golden Oolite of Kachh, so similar in all respects 
that, the ammonites carnot be distinguished in hand specimens. The Upper 
amassic portion, partly even oarbonaceom and certainly n e ~ t i c ,  must be ex- 
tremely incomplete and the Cretaceous (Neooomian) beds in the western part 
of the range were f d  by 3okens to reat ummf~rmablyon eroded ATerinea 
beds, apparently of mid-European f&. According to  this author there is 
neither Juraseic nor Cretaceous in the esstera part of the Range. The few 
Jnrassic ammonites known from fhe Kamkoram and &her localities in Central 

1  he Geology of h z a r a  and the Black Mountaio,'Mem. Qed. Barn. Ind., XIXVI, p. 32, (1896). 

Wynne, Geology of the Salt in the Pnsjab, OF. ca., XIV, (1878). 
aKreide und Jura in der Seltrange, Centrdbt. f. Min., etc., p. 442, (1903). 
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A ~ i s  which I discussed in connexion with the Kachh fauna are of C 'a l lorh 
age and there is no reason for assuming the Spiti shales, which certainly have 
a much wider extension to the east into Tibet and as far as Sikkim, to be more 
representative there than in the Spiti or Niti areas. In  the exotic blocks of 
Malls Johar, supposed to have been derived from much farther in the north, 
jn Tibet, there has again been found a Lower Liassic ammonite fauna indistin- 
guishable from that of Adneth in the Salzburg Alps, another case of hoinotaxis. 
But the lithological resemblance is probably due merely to similar action of 
igneous activity and local metamorphism. Corresponding red beds with abundant 
Ph.ylloceras in the northern Alps, even if we concede them to be as abyssal as 
Waehner 1 thought, may represent but a very small portion of the whole Juras- 
sic. 

Now Uhliga, when endorsing Waagen's views as to the difference between 
the Kachh and Spiti Jurassics, stated that the marine deposits in the Himalayas 
were uninterrupted from the Triassic into the Cretaceous. He conaidered t,he 
Upper Jurassic of the Himalayan series, even if composed of terriginous sedi- 
ment~,  to be ' bathyal' to a greater exten* than the more neritic deposits of 
Kachh. This view, however, seems to me debatable and the very opposite 
might, perhaps, be claimed. I have shown that, in Kachh, there is not only 
similarity, of facies throughout and absence of cycles of sedimentation, but a 
succession from at  least the Bathonian to the Argovian, i.e., through some 
1,800-2,000 feet of deposits, so continuous a s  to serve as a standard for univer'aal 
comparison. There is nothing like this known in the whole of the Jurassic 
of the Himalayan so-called geosynclinal area, and the Cretaceous compares mare 
unfavourably still, ,even with that of England. P h y 1 k a . s  and Lybwras, Haug's 
two characteristic ' stenothermal' ammonites, occur throughont in Kachh, and 
even in the Umia ammonite bed, with coarae q ~ t e  grains and glaucon~te, 
they are conlmoner than in the Spiti shales. These have yielded ammonites 
in abundance, but only a few examples of a single species of each of these two 
genera, while in the Tithonian and Lower Cretaceous of the Med~terrane~n 
troughs farther west Phylloceras and Lytocercss simply swarmed. 

Of course it is poasible that more detailed knowledge of the extensive t rwt  
of Jurassic in southern Tibet may necessitate a modifiation of the views here 
put forward, but from present evidence it appears tht  the wide-spread Spiti 
shales do not a e r  from those of the Hirnalayan areas and that the varied con- 
geries of neritic deposits below include nothing like the richly ammonitiferous 
Jurasaic of Kachh, although at different times there may have been marine 
communication with the Karakoram and Bokhara region to the west. 

Apart, perhaps, from the few Lower Liassic ammonites known in the derived 
blocks of Malla Johar there is not a single Himalayan Jurassic fauna that could 
be claimed as bathyal and there is not anywhere a succession-quite distinct 
from the mere qwnti.ty of sediment-that could be claimed as havlng been 
formed in a geosyncline in Haug's sense, or that even denotes a general trough 

1 Aus der Umeit unmrer Kalhlpen, Zcitaehr. D&&. iist., Alp. Vfr.. Vol. X X ~ I ,  p. 108, (1801). 
2 1 , ~ .  cit. (Fa- der Spiti-&hiefar), p. 688, (1910). 
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of sedimentation throughout Jurassic and Cretaceous times. During the Argov- 
ian, an enlarged Persian Gulf covered parts of south-western Persia and pro- 
bably was in open communication with the Mediterranean to the west, across 
Syria and Asia Min0r.l It is known that Afghanistan formed part of the 
ancient Angaraland to the north, while thick deposits accumulated in Kachh and 
Rajputana, along the sinking western margin of the landmass of Pemnsular - 
India. The temporary transgressions of the Argovian sea into the Attock and 
neighbouring areas must thus have taken place from a trough of deposition on 
the site of the present Indus plains. The Argovian belemnite beds a t  the 
base of the Spiti shales were probably also formed during a transgression of 
this same sea in a northerly and easterly direction. But the incursion of the 
sea into the Himalayan area was only very temporary. For the next higher 
Chidamu beds, following on the Argovian, are of much later age and there is 
no evidence that this gap is only apparent and really represents an abyssal 
interval. In any case the whole of the Spiti succession only covers part of 
the Upper Jurassic and Lowest Cretaceous and in spite of occasional slight 
metamorphism, natural in a formation in this zone of tectonic disturbance, it 
is no more of a deep-water deposit than the comparable bituminous Upper 
Lias shales of Whitby. They contain exactly the same type of nodule, a com- 
pact black rock, with occasional pyritisation; there is the same absence of - 
many groups of fossils, although ammonites are predominant throughout. No 
liquid bitumen has been found, so far as I know, in the Spiti shales cementstone 
nodules, and no reptiles and hhes  have been recorded, but they represent the 
same comparatively shallow-water sediment accumulating under Black Sea condit- 
ions as other black shalea in far more thoroughly e$plored areas. If it is 
further remembered how minute by comparison is the trough in whioh the far 
more representative Jurassic sediments across England were deposited and how 
ancient were some of the major features determining t;be shape of this trough, 
it  will be seen how speculative is the assumption of a Himalayan ' geosyncline '. 
The heterogeneous Mesozoic sediments, far from being excessive, are below the 
average of those formed in European epicontinental areas, and there is no sign 
of an oceanic deep as visualised by 

From a study of the Jurassic deposits so far known and the close aflinity 
of, for example, the ammonite faunas of Kachh and the Salt Range or the Attock 
district, it is clear that there was not at any time during the Jurassic, except 
perhaps temporarily in the Callovian, a continuous arm of the Tethyan sea 
across Asia as indicated in DacquB's and Stefanini'a h a p s .  

Hildoglochiceras, known only from the Spiti shales, Kachh, Tanganyika and 
Nadagascar, Bouleiceras from Baluchistan and Madagascar, in addition to ele- 

1 See lirenkel l Der Syrisahe Bogen, Centrdtl. f. Min.. etc., p. 277. (1924). 
1 The views expreaaed here are those of Dr. Spath. The hypothesis of s Hirnaleyan geosyncline is not baaed on 

he consideration of JUTBPB~C end Cmtaceons beds only, hut on e considerution of deposits from Csmbrian times 
onwards; further, this hypothesis does not reqpire that the conditions of deposition should have been bathpal 
throughout this vest length of time.-#& 

* Der Jura in der Umgebung den lernurischen Kantinents, Oeol. Rundaohau, Vol. I, p. 164 (text-68 ), 11910). 
4JdoUnsohi a Brnohiopodi oalloviani del Carsoarurn, Sped. Ital. de Pilippi ~nell'h'imalaio Ckroeorunt c l.",. 

chestan Cincae. Ssr. 11, Vol. VI, p. 17, (1913-14). 
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ments like the Mayaitids, already discussed, are in my opinion sufficient evid- 
for the distribution of seas in the Jurassic, but the Upper Cretaceous and E m  
flooding of Tibet may be due to  the mme subaidewe that allowed the Ceno- 
manian sea to  enter the Ferghana region through Bokhara from the rne5t.l The 
major trough of deposition, during the Jurassic was along the Indus Plain and 
thence to the east, where Grabau a assumed the existence of an old land under- 
going erosion, and the geosyncline that wasL supposed to have mlgrated south 
probably never existed. 

131ushlietov, Tho Tectonic Features of the E a ~ t  Ferghana and Alai Rauge. in Gregary, Structure of Asia, p. l&, 
(1929). 

P Migration of Gsosynolines, Bull. Qcol. SOC. Chins, '&l. III, p. 167, (1024). Frornwhat bro been said abore 
and in Pt. VIof my Kaohh work, it will be clear that I oannot w e p t  either the Jmasaic maps (Pi. VIII) or the 
sooount of tbe Cenomanian transgceasion given in Grabau'a Stratigraphy of Ohina, Vol. 11, p. 619, (1928). 
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drhmsphinctes sp. juv. cf .  prozimus (Steuer) . 
Bdmnopsis tanganensis (Futterer) . 
Berriasella? sp. ind. . 
Baplka aff. deqiazi (Siemiradzki) . 
BapZices aff. subrota (Choffat) 
Bipliops sp. ind. . 
Bhfmdicerav aff. boehmi (Uhlig) . . 
Blanf~~dieera~s wallichi (Gray) . 
Dichdomosphhinctes aff. grossouwei (Siemiradzki) . 
Dichotomosphinetes of. orbignyi (de Loriol) . 
Diehotomosphil~etes sp. ind. . 
Dichotomosphinctes sp. nov. ? aff. w a e h k  (Siemiradeki) . 
i7pimayaites aff. h o i n i ,  Spath. . 
Epimayaites polyphemus (Waagen) . 
H$bolites budhaicus (Stoliceka) . . 
Hibolites ti6etkeus (Stoliczka) . 
Hibolites aff. wi~houweri ,  Stolley . 
Hibolites sp. nov. ? cf. phnohosfatus (Roemer) . 
Hiblites (Hastites ?) c f .  elawiger (Waagen) . 
Ozytropidocmas c f .  acutocarinatum ( S h b r d )  . 
Ozytropidoceras aff. roissyanum (d'orbigny) . I 

Pachyplanulites pralairei (Fame) . 
Perisphinctes of. indogermanus, Waagen . 
Perisphinctes jelskii, Siemiradzki . .. . 
Perisphinctes orientalis, Siemiradeki - . .. ,. , , P .  . . 
P r o s o s p h h s  virguloides (Waagen) . . .- . 
Rhopaloteuthis sp. nov. aff. spissa (Gillidron) . 
Spiticeras RP. ind. . 



PLATE I. 
&M. la, b. D ~ c ~ o ~ o ~ o s w m o ~ ~ s  sp. wv. ? aff. WAEFINEEI (8iemiradzki). Side view and  out^ 

whorl-section. Argovian, near Bwjianwala L~RMUI (Loc. 1). K. 23-690. Page 11. 
m. &4, b. D ~ c a o ~ o ~ o s ~ ~ m a r ~ s  sp. ind. Side view and outline whorl-section. Same hoda 

and locality (loo.  1) K. 23-696a. Page 10. 

Re. 3. P a o s o s m m c ~ ~ s  aff. VIGULOIDES (Waagen). Peripheral view of a p- 
preserved example. Same horizon and locality (Loc. 6). E. 2444%. Page 1% 

nos. h, b. F 'BO~OSPH~~TES aff. VIBQULOIDES (Wasgen)., . Sde view and outline whorl-section of a 
more ipvohte variety. Same horizon 'locslity (Loo. 1). K. 23.6973. 
Page i2.* 

FIW. &r, b. BIPLICE~ #b. ind. Bide view and o u t h e  mk0rJ-section. Argovian, near Talidhok 
(h. 7): ~2$1-7510. Page.8. 

Fro. 6. P a o s o w ~ m m s , ~ ~ ~ o m e s  ( W ~ e n ) .  Side Pien ok W"&en?d holotype (1875, 
PI. m;, 6'& l+'from 6ke krgoviaa Qf 62- BBt, Ea@hh. Fol peripheral vier 
me P& U,@, 3. G.,& I, W0,+2-%1,- Page 1.2; 
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PLATE 11. 
Froa. la, b. HIBOUTES BunHaIcua, Stoliceka. Ven!m-dorsal and lateral views of a greatlv 

oomoded example. Argovian, near Bagh &lab (LW. 8). K. 24-7678. Page 22. 
Pm.  2a, b. B l r f . 1 ~ ~ ~  aff. DE-:-BIA%I (Siemiradzki). Side view and outliue whosl-section (restored, 

but probably too rounded peripherally). Argovian, near Bdrjianwala Laman 
(h. 1). K. 23-69%. Page 7. 

Fxe. 3. ~ 'XO~O~PBINOTF~S VIRGUMIDRB (Waagw). Peripheral view of holotype, fie 
in Plate I, fig. 6. Page 12. 

Fw. h, b. P a o s o ~ ~ m m e s  V I ~ U L O I D E S  (Waagen). Side view and outline whorl-aeotion of an 
example from near Burjianwala Laman (Loc. 1). Argovian. K. 23-693. 
Page 12. 

FIG. B. D I C H O T O M O S P H ~ C ~ ~  cf. OBBI~NYI (P. de Loriol). Side-view of a douhthl 
fmgme&. Whorl-seotion similar to Plate I, fig. 4b. Argovisn, near Talidhok 
(Loo. 7). K. 24-7603. Page 9. I 

Flea. &a, b. HIBOLITW sp. nov. 2 of. PLANOM&TAW~ (Roemer). Ventro-dorsal and lateral 
aspects of a deformed guard, wi@ sectional outline. Argovian, near Bagh 
Niab (Loo. 8). K. 24-7670. Page B. 

F-. To, b. BIELICES aff. SUBROTA (Ckoffat). Side view and outline vhorl-section ot a frsg- 
ment from near Talidhok (Loc. 7). K. 247505. Page 7. 
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PLATE 111. 
FIGS. la, B. EPIMAYAITES aff. LEXOIXI, Spath. Side view and outline whorl-section of a corrd*..; 

fragment. Argovian, near Burjianwala Laman (Loo. l). K. 23-694. Page 3. 
FIM. 2u, b. EPIMAYAITE~ POLYPHEMUS (Waagen). Side view and outline whorl-section of 2 

fragment from the same horizon and locality (l). K. 23-698. Page 2. 
FIM. 3a-h.. .HIZOLITES BUDHAICUS (Stoliczka). Lat.eral views of four examples, corroded and 

pzrtly deformed, with sectional outlines, showing ventro-dorsal fiatrenix 
thickest part. .4rgovian, near B~ujianwala Laman (Loo. 3). E. 24-iYw-1. 
Page 22. 

FIGS. 4a-c. PACHYPLANULITES PRALAIRLI (Pawej. Two side and peripheral views of amail ha, - 
merit. Same horizon and locality (1). K. 23-695e. Page 8. 

FISS. 5a, b. UIC:H~~TONO~PHINCTE~ aff. GROSSOUVREI (Siemiradzki). Side view and ont!ine ahori- 
section. Same horizon and looslit,y (1). K. 23-692n. Page 11. 

FIGS. 6a, b. UIL'HOTOMOSPUINCTES cf. ORUIGXYI (P. de Loziol). Side and peripheral views oi a 
doul>tful, amall, example from the same horizon and locality (1). K. 23-695.h. 
Page 9. 

FIGS. 7a, b. RIPLICES aff. SUBROTA (Choffat). Doubtfi~l fragmcnt fro~li the :irgovialL of 13agli 
Xilab (Loo. 9). K. 24-759a. Page 7. 
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PLATE IV. 

FIGCI. la, b. PERISPHINCTES ORIENTALIS, ~iemiradzki. Side dew and outl~ne whor!-=oz. 

Argovian, near Burjianwala Laman (Loc. 1). K. 23-692b. Page 4. 
FIGS. 20, b : 3a, b. PERISPH~CTE~ aff. JELSKII, Siemiradzki. Side and peripheral views of 1x0 

doubtful, immature examples. Same horizon and looslity (1). K. 23-69:+;; 
f. Page 6. 

PIG. 4. PERISP~INCTES JELSKII, SiemiPadzki. Side view and restored outtine vhorl- 
section of a crushed fragment. Argovian, near Talidhok (Loc. i). K. 
24-751c. Page 6. 

FIGS. Sa, b. PRO~OSPHINCTES VIWULOIDES (Waagen). Side view and restored outline =Sad 
section of a crushed fragment. Same horizon and localitv (7). K. -1+-;5:~. 
Page 12. 
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PLATE V. 
Frc .  la, b. PEI?ISPHINCTES cf. lN1)OGERMANUS (magm) .  Side view and outline whorl-i+c:l~r 

of a worn example. Argovian, neaz Busjianwala Laman (Loc. 1). K. .7:3.1jy5:. 

Page 5. 
FIG$. %-d. XBOP.~LOTEUTHIS sp. nov. ? aff. ~pissa (Gilli6ron). Three views and sectional ourls5 

of a deformed example. Argovian, near Binjianwala, Laman (LW. 3). E. 24- 
737. Page 26. 

F16. 3. ' NIBOLITES TIBETIDUS, Stolicska. Corrodcd fragment. h'go~-ian, near Bagh S:&> 
(Loc. 9). K. 24-761a. Page 23. 

FrtJa, ia-c. RIBOLITZS (HABTITES P )  cf. CLAVIUEH (maagen). Three views of a corroded ~ a a r i  

Brgovian, near Bata (Loc. 10). K. 24-762a. Page 25. 
.3. PEBISPHISCTES cf. INDOGERMAXUS (Wnagcn). Peripheral view of a badly corrod4. 

doubt,hl, example. Argovian, near Burjianwals Laman (Loc. 1). K. 
23-G98d. Page 5. 

pros. C K ~ ,  b. PERISPHINUTES JEI.SKII (Siemiradzki). Side and peripheral views of h 0 1 0 t . ~  
[original of P. marteili, non Oppel : Waagen, PI. LV, fig. 3, (1875)J. -%r_oor:zr 

Galigta Bet, Kaohh. G. S. I., No. 2-89. Page G. 

FIG. 7 .  P R ~ ~ O S P E I S ~ T E ~  VlRGuLOInEs (Waagen). Corroded example from the . k p o v i . ,  
uear Burjiauwala Laman (Loc. 1). K. 23-G97a. Page 12. 





PLATE VI. 
FIGS. la, b. OXYTROPIDOCERAS aff. RorssYAxuM (d'orbigny). Side view and outline whorl-section 

of one, and part of external suture-line of a second, worn, fragment. 3Jirldle 
Albian, near Sujhanda (Loc. 12). K. 24-775a, b. Page 18. 

FIGS. %-c. OXYTROPIUOCEBA~ cf. -4CUTOCARINATUX (Shumard). Side view, outline whorl-Section 
and external suture-line of a worn fragment. Same horizon and locality. 
K. 24-775-c. Page 20. 

FIGS. 3a-o. DICI~~TOMOSPHINCTE~ aff. GROSSOUVRE~ (Siemiradzki). TTVO side and peripheral 
views of a deformed fragment. Argovian, near Talidhok (1;oc. 7). K. 24-75lg. 
Page 11. 

Rcs. 4a-d. HIBOLITES aff. WINDHOUWERI, Stolley. Thrce views and sectional outline of a 
doubtful fragment. Argovian, near Bats (Loc. 10). K. 24-762c. Page 24. 

F ~ a s .  5ad. HIBOL~TES BUDHAICUS (Stoliczka). Three views and sectional outline of a small 
examplc, with two lateral lines. Same horizou and locality. K. 24-762b. Page 22. 

FIGS. 6a, b. BLANPORDICERA~ WALLICHI (Gray). Side view and outline whorl-section. Upper- 
most Tithonian ?, near Burjianwala Laman (Loc. 1). K. 23-691. Page 15. 

FIGB. 7a-c. BL~N~ORII ICERA~ aff. HoldHMI ( n i g ) .  TWO side and peripheral views of a h o n i t i c  
fragment. Lowest Infra-Valanginian P, near Talidhok (Loc. 6). K. 24-749. 
Page 16. 

RGS. 8a, b. SPIT~CER~R sp. ind. Side view and outline whorl-section. Lowest Jnfra-Valanginian, 
near Burjianwala Laman ILoc. 1). K. 23-696. Paqe 17. 

FIGS. 90, b. BERRIABELLA P sp. md. Side view and restored outline whorl-section. Uppermost 
Tithonian or lonest Cretaceous, near Bagh Nilah (Loc. 9). E. 24-760. Page 13. 

PIGS. lOa, b. A U L A C O ~ P H ~ O T ~  sp. juv. cf. PROXIMUS (Steuer). Side and peripheral ~iews. Cpper- 
most Tithonian ?, near Burjianwala Laman (Loo. 1). E. 23-692d. Page 17. 




